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INT.RODUC 'l'ION 
Democr acy and Education 
World Democracy and Human 
Control 
Democro.cy and Educat i on 
Hum2.n life exists in tv.ro cOi;lplcr:e n.tary phases , i ndi vidual C...'1d 
social. Euman life consists in t he development· of t Le i ndividual c;.nd 
of soc iety through t .1e perpetual adjustment of e:~.cl1 to t he otLer e.ncl 
of b'Jth to their common clw iron::'lel'lt . 
Th i s pr ocess of development t hrough ad justmen t YJ:1en C':Jnsc i ously 
controlled i s education. There are three pri ue f a ctors i n the pr ocess ; 
the i ndividual , society, e,nd t he er.vironment. Education i s t he con-
sc ious , purposive development and reciproc .1 adjustment of a ll three. 
By ed.u o.tim--, society devel ops t 1e L d i v i dual and adjustp the inclivid.u-
1::!.1 to itself u.nd to his environment . By eclucC~,t icm society deve l ops 
itself a~d ad justs itself to the incli vidua l 8..110. to t he envirom:len.t . 
Through educe.tion soci e ty develops the environment o.nd adjusts t he 
envi r omnent to itself and to t r e individual . 
Society is the a ctive factor of the thr ;e . I t is always soc i et;y 
th t initiates, control s e.n d d irec ts Jche proces s ; nhethc r in the ca se 
of the Busrunen of Australe i a i n i ti :-1tinr; younc- 1Jr2.v es into trital sec -
rets or of the sta.te school system of Uerr:1o.·t:y mouldinro- boys and. ~: irls 
int o good citizens of the Fatletland. The cha racter of society deter-
mines t he ch~racte r of educRtion . 
But the cheracter of soci e ty depends upon the nature of the ad-
just ment beb:jeen the ind ividual and so ci ety . There is nat ur o.ll;y a con..:. 
f lict bet\':een t he t wo . The ind ividuo.l desires f o r h i mself freedo m, 
soc iety de sires of him obedience: t he i ndividual stre s ses liberty , 
s oc i ety stres ses l o.1:v . 'I\:ore a r e , ln·oo.dl y speakin[ , t hree d i st i nct 
princ i pl es of ad jus t mel'lt. Tlle principle of e.u t ocrc cy vioulcl r c:: solve 
the conflict by the s ubordinat ion of t he individual to society or 
-·-
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I some element of society . Th e principle of anarchy V"Jonl d attempt 
t. e solution by subordine.ting society to t h e i ndivi dual. The 
principl e of democr'"·c - endeavors to coorcline.te t he inll.ividuo.l and 
s0ciety i n some form of cooperation . Autocrac y Y!ould conserve 
t!'le rights and interests of society a t the expense of t he rights 
and interests of the indivi dual . Anarchy v;oul cl c onserve t he 
rights and intere f:! ts of t !1e ind ivi dual "+ L• v ti1e expense of the 
rights and interests of societ~· . Denoc n:wy \"JOUl d_ conserve ti.e 
rights .o-nd interests of both l:•y making t hem identical. In auto -
c n ·cy soc i ety i s the end and tr e incl.ividual t i1e means . In 
unarchy the individual i s the end and s ociety the means . In 
democrac y both are ends and bo th a re means in a systeu of reci -
pr oc i ty . Der(lo cra cy stands f or the sociali zation of the incl:i.vi-
_ual and the individue.lizs.tion of s ociety . Its idcr,l i s each for 
e.ll and all for each in perf ect ho..rmoni ous i n t eraction . Foli tico.lly 
this seems to mean the rule of a freely determined ma jority unde r 
un ive rsal suffrage . So c ially it seems to i nvolve enua l op~Jor-
tunities for all to r ealize t he largest possible life . Econorni-
Ce.lly it seems to invo l ve s ome fo r m of free coo ~J era.tion in the 
production and di stribution of goods . Eorally it seems to imply 
a:n e111l;hasis upon human w l ues and the wo rth of t he individual . 
But 1.7hatev er forms i t mo..y assume in any r ealm, tl1e essential 
• princi ple of democrP.cy is c~. l1.·:ays t h e he.rmonious r.mtw:.l adjust -
went of t!le inclividual and society throuGh c oopera.tion in such a 
we..y as to y-eali ze the fullest r;ro,':t h of eac h into the l o.re·es t 
lJOSS i lJl e life. u t oc racy means domi nntion , Democracy , COOl)eration. 
I 
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If educe. tion in the l a r e;est sense i"' t h e process of adjust -
ing t he i ndividual and society each to t he o ther and to t heir 
common envirorurten t c.ncl if d emocrac y i s e ... certc.in idec.l D.d justment 
of the indivic\.ucl cmd society, then the relC>. tion bet\.:een .: emocra cy 
i::i.Tid ed'..lCation i s evident . Democ r e.cy is t he end , educe.tion the 
Il!eans t o tha t enc1. • Educe.tion is tlle process of \'<h ich democra c y 
is the pro duct . 
This rele..tion 1)r esu ppos es , ho1·ever , tlwt t h e educc.t ion i s 
of the fre eest and fullest cl1ar['.cter. Education mo ~' be so hem-
pered and linli ted by the soc iety v.;",, iclJ. cleternines it as to sup-
po r t f o r s. time a monarc11y ; e.s :i..n tlw cases of Q,_: P :lany under the 
::l o~·wnzollerns £\nd of n omm'l Cl:.'. tholici::rr:'l r:i t.1 it s In,~ex Sxpurgc:·.tor-
is. Bu-4.:; even :-:o in bo t il t~:e ::; t e.te :.'.nci t lle c[mrch , tlle i pm:ers 
the.t be ' l'et-<:l. i n t heir o.u t llori t r ::m1y by the £Uiz e of c. benevo -
lent patsrnn.lisT.1 . n:: icl1 s t'i mule.t es tl.ce ends of deE'locn'.c;y, and 
educati on in the ir hands t e l'lcl s ever- to assume t he c lHH'8.Cter of a 
:Jonerful boo:rnero.J.1t; c onstantly cndangerint, tllc.ct c.utho r i t:/ . 
mere coinc idence t hat the lJe rio•l of tLe :Gnli r;h t emnont il'! Bc.rv ··)e 
wc:.s f olloriecl. by t he rise of tll3 c;_e,cluc r a lbic movement i n tbe \.estern 
follo·\'!ecl by c n:J.ve of clem~·crac • ~:.'herever ecl.ucc.t io r.. goes t:w 
sp rit of demo c recy i s sure to fallon • 
• nd democrr:.c y is not only b orn of i n tellie;ence 1.:out onl~, i n -
education for i ts v e ry life . , .u to cn).CJ' nV"'·Y exist 1.''it:-.o• . .l t it; bu t 
de!!"o cr~.c y n ever . Submiss ion L:; pos s i ble wi t ;wut ~:no; ·· ledge o r-
even intelligenc 2 , but coo~erotion is im: oss i b l e ~ it~out b oth 
• 
• 
'i bwiss ion is the procl.t ct of fefu· , coopero.t i on i s t l!e p:co •.lu::: t 
of' r ee.so!l . Submiss~LOll !'i2..f b e cGcnred by compul s ion , but c o-
ope ration onl y by persuasion . ~ducation has ah·! a~ r; 9rove u 
d::mge rous to ~1es_)oth::J:1 but n c. ver to l1emocr:. c;, . 'l' ile mo1 ·e ig-
norant t!'L mass of tile peo~)l e the mu1·e ~ui.Wi i ssive t~le;>' are . 
";7 i ·cl e(i.uc ::- tion come~:: ::, sen:::e of ~) 0\.· er c).·_c~ 
ir" the government . Illi t en:,c " is a f e.vorite tool of £~utocrac ,'; . 
::!::n France dur :Lnt:': t h e Ni neteen 11 Century, for i n stcr1ce 1 in tho 
fre ~: u.:::mt o~1cil lr tion betVJeen the Em_J ire onu t l e epublic , t he 
~mpire r:hen in pov1e r c.l vays r es tricted ecl.ucation , the ?,e'mbl ic 
a l m;..ys promot ed it . If the ~eopl e a r e to govern the:rlselve~; t~_ey 
must he.ve t he intelligence to do it . The moro democratic e, gov-
e r nment the more c oncerned it i ··· for U:'live r se.l educe.tion. During 
the Ninete ent h Ce!1 t ury in El1g l aml VJi t:. eve r y extension of the 
fn:mch i s e ceme o.t once s.n ext::msi on fl,nd i mprovement of educo. tion . 
Dernoc~cy i nv0lve s self-control; self - contro l r enuires ex)e r icr ce; 
and ecluc c. tio!l so e~1l c::Tges and detennines e;~ )eri e::lce 2.s to intro-
ciuce control int:) c onduct. r.;oreover democracy L1V·J l ves coo)erative 
action . ut coope r o.. ti ve s.ction i;:~vol ves common j.nterests, common 
purl)OSef:l , !:'.ncl these im, •ly commo n elements of l~nov:l eclge ::'.nd ex _; e1· -
i t::nce. Such a common Jmorjl edge and exper i ence necessitates a com-
mon uni~rersal education . Educo.. tion is e :3 sen ti c.l to d.eno crc,cy . 
De mocracy is impossible ':.'i t hout edt c o.t :i.Jn . 
I 
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\'lo rld Democracy 
Human Control 
It i'.'oul d. n ot be too extravo.g<:mt to so.,y t hat t he i deal of 
d.emo crr.cy has c , ptivat ed t he i n t elligence of the v:orld . -Ji t h t he 
g ro\' tL of i:n.telligence all f o rms of domination s eem doomed , some 
i 
fen~ of c oopere.tiun seems i nevi t blc . P l.'.'orld •:i de :1oli tical 
r~evolut ion is G.l mo s t compl e t e : a vcorld vri cle indus t rj al r evolution 
t.as o.l r eady begun . Everyr'~_e re men e.re learning to e;et to p;etLe r 
for c orm"'.on ends . The s pirit of <lo::lCJ c r r cy :w.s lcn:f beer'- e.1Jroo.c:l 
in the world , now i t has become a r e s i stl ess passi on. A long 
l.ormant insti nct of the r a c e, a s trong t endency of t he origina l 
n e,t ure of mc:m h2..s a t l e.st come t o ful l expres s ion Y! i t ll tret1erj dous 
clr :iving poYJe r . Too long hcs i t been SU'"JlJr essed, nov: it must b e 
~.'1 :_,,t is i nvol ved in it s sarisfaotion? 'il il l t i1is grov1ing 
!)ass i on for libert y, eque.l i t~,.-, fra t er n i ty i n induatriGl life , 
as 1.-:-ell as i n 1Joli t i c-3.1 life , d r i ve E::m tCJ n evr l!ei0hts of huuan 
achieveu1ent o:.ncl hume n wellfare or will it force h i m over t 1e 
preci pi ce of self - des t ruct i on ? I s it no t evi d en t t ;,-le,t t he out-
come 0.epcnds u~on whet ber t he inst inc t runs wi l d or i s gu i deCI_ lJ:_,.-
ree.son , r<het her blind passion r uns runuclc or int.e llit:ent pur~)ose 
c CJntrol r:: i t for '.7orthy ends? An cJ. Y.:ho.t sbo_l l i ntroduce intel l i -
e:;ent control in to t he conduct CJf men in t he f a c e of such a pas -
sion? 
fl.. , •. ,orlcl wi d_c economi c r evolut i on -- more sriift <:·.ncl \',' i d e :?on cl 
deep the:n the poli t i co.l r Rvolution v:l': i ch ho., s p r eceded it - -is 
\7ell tmU.er vray an ' fa s t gatll erine; momentuirt . Economi·:: rat .. e r 
t ho.n poli t i ce,l fCJ roes \'!ill determine the des tiny of n cc.tions 
5 . 
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during the tv.rentieth century. ','.'he t Viill be t lle outcome? 
~"J ome \'mule e.nsner : "'l'he econoui c s t e.tus c~uo rus t be me.in-
t s.ined at e.ny cost . Tlli s industri a l r ev ol u tion must be SUI> -
pressed . " The a.ns·,o·e r i s compounded of projuct i ce , fear e.nd ig-
n orance : t h<:: ~::rc j nc~ice of s elf i n t e r est in the sto.tus r•uo, 
f ear of re.d ic.s.l change i n e.l1 ~rtr.inf, c'l!_cl. i snoro.ncc both of tl:e 
poY;er of t he passion e.t wor~c and tl:e i mvossib i li ty of it s sup-
pression . 
Others \'!ov l cl re pl y : "Let i t a l m1e . It will a l l come out 
ri ght. It is n ot r e vol ut ion but evolution . 11 'l'h is 1321s\·:er con-
fuses socic. l evol ut ion Vii t h ll i ol ogi co.l ev·:l lution an:. confuses 
~:;enuine p r ogress vrith mere clevelopuent . ;,~an r.1ay be phys icall y 
the produc t of biol ogical evol ut i on but soc i o.l evol ution is 
t . e product of mun . In biolot!:i ca l e volut i on man may be o. pc.s -
sive factor, but in socia l evolut i on man i s t he a c t i ve f e ctor . 
The "resident forces' ' i n lJ i oloe;icol evol ution ;;1<:~.y l-w.ve been 
6 
for t e most pe.:ct beyond t he cont1·o1 of mo.n, lJut i n s ocie.l evol-
tion they are ctui t e ,:ri t hin h is contr ol. Han ' s body may hav e been 
creat ed for him but man 1 s char:;:.c t er he ma;y create f o r b i r.welf . 
The ne.ture of the race m2n h?.s to accept but t he clw.r a cter of 
c;oc i ety man may l argely detenni.ne . And not al l socie.l deve l op-
ment is p:cogress. One af t er £mother 1Ni t h i n the mernory of man. -
1\:ind many hunmn ~;oc i eties ho.ve cleve:.toped to their 0\7n des truction • 
The _9 roces ;· o f' c i vili zc.t i on i s l10t fool ~n·oof . 'i'Lere is n o guo.rc.n-
tee in the nature of thines t~at o.~y civilization Dill long contin -
ue ev en t o e . i s t, much l ess to im~;rove . 'I'}le policy of l et i t e.l one 
is o. f ool policy v1hen applied to the deYel o~)JHen t of bume.n insti tu-
' 
• 
tions . Soci al che.nge v.rllether poli t ical or e conomi c , aom-::; s not 
'by t he 1Jl inc m8c~ ~n.nistic VJc r k i n p of mn. t eri c.l fo rces "but ·b' the 
purpos ive , psychica l ro r };:i ne; of humm1 desi r es more or less i n -
tell i ~e~'ltly . '.'?hen t h os e des ires v.ro r lc intelligently f or cleo.rly 
c onc e ived y:ror t hy encls the outcome is good fo r s ociety but v:; en 
tl1o se de s irefj >::C.1 r k i gnoro. t l;y f or conftF~ccl or unworthy ends the 
out c ome i s bad f or society . The c'tmnge whici"1 is taking pl ace 
in the pr e sent \'Io rld- -i i c'..e econ omi c r evol ution is n ot tLe cho..nge 
of a blind benefi c ,ient evolution i n evi ta.bly good ln1t t he olHcnc:e 
of c:n i n t cntionc.l human r evo lution possibly good or possibl~ 
evil depending upon t he clw.r a cter of i t s motives , i ts i dea l s 
a nd i ts met hods . And t he chc.r a cte r of its moti ver:: , i clel:'.l s f.lld 
met:-10 _s can be determi ned by men acting coll ec tively through t h e 
ins t itutions of h uman societ y . By Vih -::~.t pro cess t h i s shall l)e 
realized ancl t hrough Y:ho.t instituti ons may appel?.r f r om a study 
of d emocrECcy and oduc2.t i on in Amer i ce .• 
7. 
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PART I 
AMERICAN EDUCATION AND RELIGION 
I. American Democracy and American Edu-
cation 
II· American Education and Religion 
III. American Religidl &:Education 
OUTLil'.TE OF CHAPTER I 
AMERICAN DEMOCRACY AND AMERICAN EDUCATION 
I. America democratic in spirit and purpose 
II. American ideal of democracy balanced 
III American education in the past 
1. Privste to public 
2. Individualistic to social 
3. Religious to political 
IV. American educational theor.Y today 
1. Enlarged conception 
2. Enriched curri culum 
3. Vitalized process 
4. Socialized school life 
John Dewey's ideal 
v. America's answer to the problem of democracy 
I 
• 
c ter I 
American Democracy and 1 meri c0.n Educ<:.t ion 
Ameri ca i s t he vJOrl d 1 s first great experinent in political 
cemocrf'i.cy . In A11erica t he struggle f or i ndustria l democn.c 
meets n i th l ess o p.;osi tion on the lJart of the al i t i cal and 
8 . 
so c if11 order t:1a.n in most oth e r n o.tion s of the v:orld . Poli t icall~r 
America i s not a c tuall y a pu r e deino cracy i n tl1e exact form of j_ts 
e,ove r nment . The government s of Englo..Yld and of France o.re in 1nany 
r e s pects more irrJnedic.tely res~1o nsive to t he \"Ji ll of t _e people. 
Eut in tiJ.e sp i r i t ond pur l)Ose c,nd trend of ctll i ·s li fe --poli tic2.l , 
so cio.l , economic e.nd religiou s --Ameri ca i s out nnd out democrat ic . 
To the principle of democracy 1' me r i c a i s t h rougghly conni t ted . 
The proude s t boa.st of t he li.merican peopl e is t llc:..t the i r coLmt n ' 
v:as 'boncei ved in liberty and dedi cc.ted to t he p ropo s iti on t hat 
all men " re cref!.t e d e qual. 11 Their fEWO l~it e char e.cte rizat ion of 
their govennncnt is a '' t;over.!lment of the peopl e , by t .e pe ople , 
for the people ." The ir chi ldren a re Cf.1refully taught the '.'!Ords 
of t he Decla ra t:Lon of Inde pendence , ":7e hold t ::1ese truths to b e 
s e l f - evident: t hc. t o.ll men a re cr·ec. t ecl ec:ua.l; t he,t t l1ey are en-
do'.red. by t 1eir Creator 1':itb ine.lienable righ t s ; t· mt e.mong t hese 
r i ght s c.re l ife , libe rty, o.nd t he pur sui t o f hap1J i nes s; t !1at to 
secure the se rights govermnent s a r e i ns ti t ut ,cl ar.~ong lilen , c1eri v -
ing the ir just powers from the consent of t he gov erned . 11 
find the American ideal of democ racy is 2, l)roo.d, \'!ell balanc ed 
ideal. I t embreces t h e harmonious Butu8.l c.d,ju s t ment of t he i ndivid -
ual c:md society i n suc!J e. >:Jty o.s t o l~eali ze the ful l es t g r m·.'th of 
eac h into t he l etrgest possible life . Ther e i s o. demo cracy which 
the i n t ell i gent me.n instinctively P.n-:.1. rC;asonD.bly distrusts . Suc h 
I 
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was t he extreme anti - social i ndivi duclisrn of the J!'rench .h.evolution 
\'.'i th it s one - s i ded e:l ori f i ce.tion of me r e Nature and. scornful con -
demne.t ion of human socie t y . The American col onist s ':.·er e i n::;_Jired 
l)y the enthusiasm of t ~1 i s outburs t of the spirit of d emocra cy 
o.nd <'.dop t ed some of its slogans but the real ter:1p er of t h e move -
lllent in America YJh ich reluctantl y declared for inclepen e.ence . o.nd 
cautiously dr~fted t he Constitution of D federal republic ~as 
t he.t of the .,__emo-:racy not of Volta ire t1,nd Ros s eau but of Jo hn 
1.'il ton and Cliver Cronmell . AmericP.n democre.oy O\':es its li:f'e 
and its s pirit not to the \-.rild anc .. r clli 3tic ico:-:.ocl r'.sm of the 
Frenc~1 .r'evol ution but t o the sob . ~- , restro. i necl , monc rcLi s tic re -
f 0nna ti.on of the Puri t o.n Fovement i :t?. Er~glr::.lld . From ti1e first 
it l:ar~ cl!c.m1Jioned both t r1e rig~:ts of t ile individual and the 
rit;hts of so ciet;y as '::ell . Alwa .1 s i ts pass ion for li bert,y llo.s 
b .:; en temper ed by a r s v l'el'lce for lcw.r . Jlb•·ays has i t ex9ec c. d. 
t ne:, i 1o.ividu~l t o boY! before the sovareig-.n.ty of t he ~Jeople E~s 
r·ell as t he government ly tb.e pao pl s to rez)ect tLe rigLt s of 
t hs i n eli v:~clual. 
I t hc.s be-;;n from tll8 f:\. :t s i:. e. c'l.enlOCl'acy of t alanne , 2.~1d s o 
has co m:iended :i.tself more and Elore to t ne i ntellige:rwe as \,ell 
as ".:;he instinc ts of man:kinc1. . As ec.rly as 1 6 47; i n t he famous "Ae.r ~a-
l:Jent of the People II dra\~rn up by Cromvtells I c:.rmy t h i s o.u<:. l cone err: 
~o r oot _ 111:-erty and 1 .Y' is e x pressed in t'w~ se measu red -..·.ords : "the 
l'O'-'Jer of t(1i s and 8.1 1 f u t ure Repr e sentatives of t h e h: .. t:Lon , is in-
.. 
ferj_or on l y to tl1eir s '·''llo clw.s e L 1em . 11 And even eecr·lic r t hem trlis , 
in tl:e his to ric Co m:):.o.ct on th8 I.io..yflo,:re r acrose; t he sec:1 , the so..me 
I 
• 
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ce.re f ul regard for both rights and re s_?onsil.:Jili ties i s cleo.rly 
L'.) parent v·l"len pur e d.en1oc1·~:. cy qni etly expre sr;es it ::~ r ev e ren ce 
for lar· end ti1e general goo c. as follo\': s: "\'.'e- - do sol er~nly and 
muh1£'.lly , in the pr0sence of Gocl, e.nd orle 2notller, covenant end 
c ombine Cl Urs 9lves t o[?e.ther , i n o. civi l bo(ly Y:Joli tic for our 
better oro.ering <k"ld :;n·eservo.tion, - - to en e.c t-- sucll just f.\nc.l.. e ' ual 
1"'·'·;-· --e.s shall 1)e t :·lOuf,ht most c onve11 icnt for t he ge~1r; rel eood 
f tl-.e colonl ~' · U:c1.to v::"icl.l \".'e ) romi se o.l l due s:.:bmission 2.nd ob -
edience . " :\r;nin in t~ 1e r csolutio::.1 of t he :·.'a.ssaci!Usetts Cons titutional 
Conve:1 tio!.1 in 1 779 the so.me be. lcmcinc: of libert;y e.ncl l ex_r , richts 
c.nci. res~- o:c1s:LIJiliti e s, indivicluo.l v·clfal'G ond tile COL1!. i .n zooc~ i:~ c.t 
this convention s hall be 1:1 F r ee Ee:_::,ubl ic ; s condl y, t llct it i s ti·: e 
e s sence of D. free relJublic the t the :Je ople b e governed 1Jy fixed l 2x·s 
nd into the Constitution of t:1e U:o:1i t ecl 
indi vi due.l c.nd the 
the s me ce.rfful 
riglt s of soc ety , 
adjustn1en t of tL e ri £: llts of tl1e 
of loca.l r:.u tonou" ::' nc'. oentn:·.lized 
e.utlnrity , of f:' t <:te' s ri~hts anr. llt'.t ionr lisr:l. Th e r es .lt of t cle h is-
tori c c.l ~Jrocess i c:: not yet :J .l'e democracy in lYJ l i tice.l f onn but t!"e 
ocr!'1.cy i::-1 its dee~)est 1:'.110. lJroc.d st sense . Tl1e ] rin ci pl e of -::'.el~lCic r~>.C " 
ic nonm t i ve in o.ll Americr:m life . 
It r1as inevi tt:.b l e t lw.t t h is i der>.l mKl. prin ci_:; le of <lei~ ioc re.c : ' 
should evmi.tu,;.lly dc:: tennine the chare.cter of l~me:;," ican educc::tio211 In 
t he eEJ.rl y d~ ys educc. tion i n Americ~. v:e.s ~Jr ivo.te e.nd inti ivicJ.uc..listic . 
Sl ov:l y but surely unller t 1: e il1:L'luonce o f the )r irwi l~l e of democrn.c~r 
it be 8ex·Le public n.nd socia.l . !~t .t' irst it ':ic•S tLe res_;onsi!Jil it~r of 
the horne or tlle church or the community : lc ter it became tll 
1" 
ll 
I rec::p01wibility of the "' tate oncl no.t ion. . t f irst it ".'C.s !)B.iC: 
forb· t:,ose \ .. llo received it or by c! o. r ity : lt•.t e r it ·:e.s l)2.id 
for by the stc:.te tl1rongl1 tr.u<.e.tion . At f i rst it s pur :Jos e to 
te:).ch chilc~ren the coct rines of rel i ["ion that they mi ).1t be 
;;ood. members of t he church tlw..t t h eir souls mie;h t be SElVec.i. 
fo r e t e r :li t ,y e.nc1 to teo.ch t~.cr:1 11 t::1e three l~ 1 s '' t l:at t i10y 
mi c ht t lle better mc.:;:e thei r \.'a· i n the r:o rld : l e.ter the ::_Jur~)OSe 
v:as to t each t~1em gaog:;.-aphy ancl l is tory as \'.'e l l tl c~ t they mie;llt 
lJec·Jme good citiz ens of c, self - e;ove~cn ing cl.emocn:.cy . The motive 
rmd beell religio'..lS and ind.ivic~_u.o.l i stic : it 1)ecame soc i e.l el'!cl es -
peciEllly JOlitical . 
This che.ne;e ho.d te.~<:en ::;l e.ce lJy t he mj.clu l e of the ni:1etec:J.1t h 
cer:.tu y . By t he.t t i:me t b e policy o:i" fre " , compul so r y , pulJl:i..c cd -
• uc r-.tion '.'<.l.S fir· 1~' cs t c.l)lishec". t :u-ouglwut t he l"ni t d Stc tBs . Dy 
t his ::oli0y educ2.tton F''•S ta2-::en o t of t lJ.e K•..ndr, of the cl.u ·ct c-.'1d 
the home , nd put clefini tely into t h e ha nds of t he s t c.t e Pnd. the 
local political communi ty . By thi s policy educ ::.. tion \'.'2.s to b e pro -
vi· eel not fo r the chi l dren of a specir-.1 :;ect o r s~1ecial clo. s::; o r for 
:.'.ny sel ·o;c t numb~r of c l!ilclren lJ t fo r all children of rilH:.tevcn· 
c reed or class . By this policy Elll citizens vt~L thout exce _.tim.1 v1ere 
to be t e.xe:.l Ell i 1'-e to pay for t h edu ce tion of o.ll t 1e ci.·1ildxen 
'!1.10 t l·Je:r they 1-m<l any of t he ir o vJ:ti or uo t . By tllis :)Ol ic~ the c ~d E,f 
end o f education we .. ::; tl:e we l fC'.re not of tlle c;n.l r ch r .. o r even of tile 
individua l ul one but of t he s t ate c.m.d nati on anti. or tl1e imliv:Ldual 
&S 2. citizen of sta ~e nction . 
This chan~e f rom the in ividualistic to the 1Joli tical c once,9ticn 
of duco.timl in Am erica ce.me EcS :::. result of tlw wo r lci.ng of t he IJrin -
c i ple of democr ·~ cy e.s ap~Jli r-od to po l i tice,l zovernment . America 1;m.s 
• 
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c:m~ciou_sly her;di i!z the advice of Has:t:.ir:.f_';ton i n h i s ·are·.'rcll 
Ad:.1re \':h en he se. :id , "Promote , tl,e:(!. , as u1; o-bjec t of :primc.r~ 
j_nport2.nce , ins -!:.i tut i ons f or t h e general d iffusion of lr...no ·1 -
led e . I n ) roportion as tlle s tructure of a g_overmile11t e; ives 
f?rce t o public opinion , it is essen tial that public opi n ion 
shoul d be enlig!·1t e ned . 11 
But the uorlc int: of the principl e of d emocnwy in A11!eri ca 
VIas not to sto ) v1it!1 its : _lJ)lice .. tion to ~Jolit icu.l government. 
Little b~· little it crune to be c .. pl;lied t o i ndustrial o..nd social 
life , until tod_<:1J it ha s , ns Dewey sa;;, s , t become u t ouchs t oEe 
f or every h uman institution . And t h i s widening of the a~J_;l i -
c a tion of democrac::,· has resulted in ~n enl a r g enent of t r, e con-
ception of ducat ion far be:>i?nd tho. t of t h e mi -- d l e of' t l e n i n e -
teent !'_ centnr;y • 
Th i s eEl arge- !ient of t h e c onc e ption of education inv::: lves a 
l o.r.zer mot i ve , 1.7i _er end.s , c\ chc.mge of center , c. clifferent moti-
v :::.t ion of t Le pupil , more vi tB.l me t i1ods and e. ri cher curriculum . 
'I'he motive h::-.3 che...nged from the ~- olitical to the socii::.]_ . The end 
has c!10n~ ed from the 1;:elfa re of ti1e stc1te 21,nd nc•. t -i on and incident-
'.\lly tl::!.e indi vicl al to the welfar e of a ll socie t y involving tlle 
\-_,e_f~~re of every irli.diviclue,l. The center of int e r e st and a t te;:1tion 
ho.s s'1ift e d f rom the sul>jec t matt er t o t he c Lild . '.!.'l-:e motivatioa 
of the child has cllo.nESed from t h_:.t of compulsion under disc i ~jline 
to tho..t of i ncentive t i1rougll interest .e:f-tt-; Methods !1o..ve c ho.g ed 
fro L'l E'-11 empha s is upon trcdning t he f c'.cultie s b,. impartine: knoi-_:leclge 
to developine; the ~7hole nature o.nd life b~- gui dc.nc e in socio.l ex-
~Jerience. T _e curriculum has l:>een enlc.rf!,ed from a lir:Ji ted trc.di tional 
l . J o!Jl Dene;;: : Ecl_uco..ti on e.nd DemocrC\c;y, p 
• sul)ject matt er in t ex t book fonD to e.ctive particip<:.tion in real life in the form of actual problems e .. ncl projects coveri ng t 1e 
ent·i re range of human i t e res t s m1d occupations . 
In 1 050 the curri c 1ll um in the elementary end sec:md:-~ry pub -
lic schools included simlJly t ' e three 11 f s 11 plus l an5u:tge , lit-
erature, history·, and ge ogro.p:1y . Todo..~r i t includes , in addi t:Lon to 
these, the various sciences , home econorni cs , busines s eoonomi.cs, 
1'.TOodwcn~dne: ·~ rades , metal '"-'orlc i ng tre .. des , o.. e;ricul ture , journc: .. l ism 
vnd printiw~, drc .. v:ing , painti n!( , music , cl.cn.c ing, ci.rmnatics o.nd 
In 1850 the l e£\.rnin-.:' ~J rocess involved s imply the gt:~nherin·:. o! · 
~:nCJYle r1 fe from a few t ext boo1~s . l'oV! it invol ves e.ls o sense ex -
per ien ce, motor tra. ining , moral discilJline , ,:,ork and plt1J. , bea rinf!, 
responsibil i t i e s and sharing group activi t ies . 
In 18 5 0 the school Y!as off one side , apart from l i fe, a ;:;ort of 
u.n academic mono..ste:~y, ni t l1 2.11 D .. tmos1Jhere of its ovm a.nd interef3ts 
<·.nd activities of its ovm, distinct &rld dif ferent from tLose of 
life itself. lJov; the enC..eD.vor i s ta ::ee.' t!1e scllO ') l in t he v ery 
center of life , o. !Jo.rt of l i fe , a practics.l l aboratory in v/Gi ch 
the r eE!.l intere ts EJ.nd problems of o.ctue.l life e .. re e.t V!o r k :;:nd are 
v:o r ked ou t as nee.rly as po ss ibl e under the same condition s that must 
oe met in after life . Ttce s ch ·:JOl is o. r eproduction on e. small s cale 
of tl~e ver- life of human society itself sinpl it; i ecl someY:llc,t ond ::;:>uri -
fi .d by t he elimine.tion of its undesirabl e a nd u..'1v;orthy elements , but 
c 'Jnte.ining ev · ':>' e ~;se::J.t i a.l eleme:nt. The lec.dinr- a.:) o ···tlc of this en-
l e .. rl'[ed conc e ~; tion of sduce .. tian in :\rnerica is John Dev'ey . Hi s phil -
oso2h;r of od 1.1CD.ticn, ,_._,~ _ich is that F>.lso of 1:1ost of the leecl i1;. e; ed-
• 
ucators in the country, has been 'ell stated by Dr. Weigle as 
1 
follows :~ 
11E ucation faces the future not the past. It is in 
the process whereby society r eproduces its own l i fe 1 
perpetuates its interests and. i deals, shapes its future 
and ensures its progress. 
The end of ed,.wation is not mere knowledge or power 
but social effici ency: whic.l includes, i n a Democratic 
society, the development of initiati ve, r esponsibility 
and good ril l . 
Such cen be acquired only cy partici pation in the life 
an · a cti vities of a demo cratic soci ety. 
I t is the business of the school to f oster such a 
society and to induce such participation on the par t 
of childre • 
The school should be a miniature world of r eal ex-
per ences, real opportunities, simplif i ed and suited to 
t he a ctive powers of children but wi dened, balru1ced , 
puri fied, proportioned as compared with the section of 
life about it • 
The teacher should be a leader, inspirer, i nterpre-
ter and friend . 
Within this school world children learn by working 
rather than merely by listening or readi ng. hey de= 
velop original ity , L~itative, responsi bility, and self-
control by engaging i n projects whi oh call f orth these 
~ualitie , and f i t t hemselves f or life by l i vi ng and 
together in cooperative, mutually helpful relations. 11 
1. Weigle, L . A.: 11The Teaching Work of the Church 11 , 
Assoc i ation Press, 1923 
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reu.cly "vllO goo.l of <:~,ll tho ·ro ::."~·:r.rc!. loo )::i l g eclucr dwrs of Ar:.~e icc., , 
Ge.t · 0~1 '* 
'l'Lus i s Ame ri co, )J' ec1..ucP.tion il". t :1c pu"blic sc:.ool ~ ttor:1pt; -
i.nf t o norl~ out -::. 1e so l ution of life 1 s greEt t prolJlem--t. c c'.e -
v e l o:p111ent of the individua l r.mO. of s oc i e ty t!1ro ue:l1 t :1e yroper 
adjustmen t of E::'.'.Ch to the o the r a n ll of lJoth to their conw,on 
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de t en:ines the a i r:: , c ont ent e.nu f o rm of the eclu co;t..ior:L'l ~)re cess , 
is the <..~.ernooratic !J r incipl:) of mutuc:,l C:.JO _Jore.tiol·l i n ti.1e nec:: L 1g 
o f com:::on end s i n r e spon se to t he ill'Ol:1pt ing o f common interes t s • 
Fot the f'!clbor6.inc.tion of tho inL~. iviJ.•Jo.l to s ociety !lor t:1e sub -
0 r c1.i.n c.tion of society to t he ln0. ivL~.u::l ljnt tr1 8 cc:;nlin::-.tion o f 
t~1o :i nd.ividue.l rmcl soci et,y ccncl of in"ividue..ls r:ithin societ~· i n 
ever y realm of :mmen :c.ctiv i ty-- pol i t i cal, socic l and e c ·Jnomi c - -
i s the i dee,l nnd pur )ose of ~qne rica.n e duco.t ion . Der:locr~cj' is 
t.~1c ·l!,re5.'.t air.~ of Amel- iC3.l1 lif e : ed',..lcation i s t l1e accep t ed me t 'i.wd . 
T:, s "'-lso, has !.mer i ce.. , up to date , given m1sY.'e l' to t:1e im-
pe rative ouestion raise d by the '::orl cl ·;i de economi c r evolut i · n . 
"T'"'h ~·-;; slJ.al l c e; its outcom12 ? " America 's c.ns v:e r i s "Democra c y !" 
"I3y ':!ho.t proc e ss?'' AmeTic.e. 's o.r:. f.;r;er is , "Public education .'' 
11 Ey v1he.t institution'?'' Amer i ca 's c.nsrer is , " '.i.'i::e f'8e public 
s chool. 11 
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AMERICAN EDUCATION AND RELIGION 
I· American public education practically anti-
religious 
le Contains every essential element of life~ 
2e Does not contain religion 
II. Elimination of religion from the public school 
1. Not due to hostility to religion 
(1) Colonies of religious origin and 
character 
(2) Colonists believed religion necessary 
2o Due to concern for religious freedom 
(1) Consequent separation of church and 
state 
(2) Substitution of re igious Sunday Schools e 
ha ter I 
American Education and Religion 
The American theory of education may be said to be "learn-
ing life by living life." Education, to be a process of fit• 
tin~ the individual for social living in the actual world at 
lar~e by an experience in social 11v1~ in the miniature 
world of sehoul life. To accomplish this purpose the minia-
ture world of the school life must be a model world, true to 
all that is essential or valuable in the world at large. 
School life must not provide a fictitious environment, else 
the knlwledge and habits acquired in it will not carry over 
into the world of reality. It must not be so much another 
world as the same world reduced in scale. It must contain all 
the essential elements of the world at large, though it omits 
the non-essential; it must include all the factors which make 
for life, though it exclude the factors which do not. If any 
element of the world of of sooiety at large is omitted from 
the miniature world of school life it is either because it is 
non-essential or destructive. All the fundamental interests 
and values of life will be present. 
And when one examines the curriculum and program of this 
modern type of education he is impressed at once with its 
fullness ·and completeness in this respect. Certainly, it 
seems at first glance, nothing has been forgotten. No essen-
tial element of human experience is lacking, every fundamental 
interest and value of human life is represented,--except re-
ligion& Religion is nowhere included, it is completely lack-
ing. In s~ite of the theory that the miniature world of the 
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school is to contain all the essential emements of human life 
it does not contain religion. The world of school life is sup~ 
posed to be a model world containing all the elements of know• 
ledge and experience necessary to life--yet religion is not 
there: it is not in the curriculum, it is not on the. pro~ram at 
all. 
When these two facts are taken by themselves there is only 
one possible conclusion. If American public education contains 
all that is important to life and it does not contain religion 
then religion is not important. That is the unavoidable 1m-
pression made upon the minds of the boys and girls of America 
" by the omission of religion from public education. It must be 
religion is of no importance. My mother and my Sunday School 
teacher think it is, but they are not e4uoa.ted, they are be-
hind the times. My pastor thinks it is, but of course he does, 
that's his business. Educated people don't need religion un-
less they're goin8 to be preachers.• 
The simple fact is that modern American public education 
is not simply non-religious, it is practically anti-religious. 
This anti-religious influence of publio education in the United 
States does not represent the desire of the American people. · 
It is not the result of any purpose to make the schools irre• 
ligious, it is not the consequence of any indiffe~enoe or h&s-
·tility to religion. It is rather the unintended bi-product of 
a concern for religion, a determination that the state should 
.in no way tnterfere with the religion of any individual or 
sect, tha~ every individual and sect should have complete 
freedom in religious belief and practice. 
Several of the Ameri.can colonies were founded by re-
l igious refugees from Europe. They had left their homes, 
crossed the ocean and settled in a new and strange continent 
in order to gain for themselves religious freedom. The dif• 
ferent colonies represented different sects of the Christian 
Chur ch: Anglicans in the south, Puritan Congregationalists in 
the north, and Romanists and Presbyterians and Dutch Reformed 
in the middle. Each jeslously guarded his own right to wor ... 
ship God according to the dictates of his own conscience, and 
when the Constitution of the United States was drafted the 
very first amendment was made to read •congress shall make no 
law respecting the establishment of religion, or prohibiting 
the free exercise thereof." The colonists had had enough of 
-
state religions in Europe and were determined that in this new 
nation state and church shoul d be kept separate that religion 
might remain forever free. 
ThiS principle of the separation of church and state for 
the freedom of religion resulted unavoidably in the elimina- · 
tion of religion from the public school. For the state to teach 
any particular religion in the public school would amount to the 
establishment of that religion as a state religion and would be 
prohibiting the free exercise of religion on the part of those 
of a different faith. The only wa.y to avoid this Wa.s to leave 
all religion out of the public schools• Then no parent could 
1:9 
complain that his children were forced to accept a religion 
dirrerent from that of his own. As long as America retains 
the principle of the separation of church and state and the 
freedom of religion, religion oan not be taught in the public 
school. 
This conclusion was from the first .as unwelcome as it was 
unavoidable. The colonial schools ha4 been reli~ious in aim, 
wotive, subject .matter and control. For almost one hundred and 
fifty years the New E~land Primer was the chief school book 
of America. Over three million copies were used. And almost 
all of its material was distinctly religious. It has been 
called "The Little Bible of New England." Children were 
taught to read the Bible and the Catechism and so know the will 
o:t" \.tod. 
And the American colonists were convinced of the necessity 
of religion not only for the wel.fare of th.e individual but for 
the welfare of ~overnment and of human society in general. When 
Congress in 1787 created the North West Territory the ordinance 
which established it provided that •religion, morality and know-
ledge being necessary to good government and the happiness of 
mankind, schools and the means of education shall forever be en• 
couraged." It was only with great reluctance that the American 
people slowly were driven to the conclusion that the American 
principle of the separation of church and State for the freedom 
of religion inevitably necessitates the omission of religion al-
together from the public schools. . 
• 
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That this conclusion was not the result of indifference or 
hostility to religion is evident also from the faot that at the 
same time the American people were removing reli~ion from the 
week day public schools they were everywhere rapidly organizin6 
Sunday schools in the churches for instruction in religion. 
Beginning about 1800 one society after another was formed for 
this purpose. The American Sunday School Union, formed in 
1824, organized 2867 Sunday Schools in two years, and from that 
time missionaries went everywhere throughout the growing nation 
organizing Sunday Schools for the instruction of boys and girls 
in religion. Religion could not be taught along with other sub-
jects in the week day public school, hence it must be taught by 
itself on Sunday in the Church; the public school was to be sup-
plewented by the Sunday School; the Church, not the State, was 
to teach religion in America. Thus it oame about that when the 
public school came to be coaceived as a miniature world contain• 
ing all the essential elements of experience, religion was not 
included as one of those elements. It was not because Americans 
believed religion to be non-essential but because they believed 
instruction in reli~ion to be the function not of the ~tate but 
of the church • 
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I. Separation of religion from education 
II Colonial education not religious education 
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istic. 
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1. Not apparent in early days 
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V. Religion not yet an element in education 
American youth in religious ignorance 
Cha~ t A:r I 
American Religion and EdUCAtion 
The transfer of reli~ious instruction !rom the public 
school to the S~unday School would seem to be a happy solution 
of the problem of reli~ious education in a democracy. It would 
seem to be a natural division of the total task of education 
between the State and the Church; the State to provide secu-
lar education and the Church religious. 
But instead of proving a division of education into two 
sorts it actually proved to be a separation of religion and ed-
ucation altogether. The State gave religion over to the Church 
and the Church gave education .over to the State: religious aims 
and methods disappeared from the School and educational aims and 
methods disappeared from the Church. 
When the School had been under the control of the Church 
education had not been really religious education but secular 
education for religious purposes. It had not been education 
in religion but education for religion. The boys and girls had 
been given training not in religious living but in the reading 
o:f reli.gious books. There had been no thought that religious 
life and -character could be gradually developed by the natural 
process of education in the Sohool-*it could come only by the 
supernatural mediation of divin~ grace in the Church. The 
School was merely to prepare the child for the operation of 
divine grace by instructing him in religious doctrines which 
were necessary to faith. When the Church was relieved of the 
necessity of teaching, reading, writing and arithmetic, it 
considered itself relieved of all responsibility for the edu-
cation of childhood and confined itself to its one task of evan-
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e;elization. In this its reliance was not upon education but 
upon supernatural regeneration, its objective was not the coli• 
tinuous development of the relit:!.ious life of childhood and youth 
but the salvation of the lost souls of adult sinners. The new 
American Sunday School was not an educational institution in 
'?.ny real sense but rather an evangelist.ic agency. Its work 
was not to teach boys and girls religion but to preach the 
Bible to them that they might some day be converted, to teach 
sectarian doctrine to them that the~ _might "believe" and ube 
saved"• The religious life was not a gradual growth from with-
in but an instantaneous endowment from without. 
In the early days, When the conception of education in gen-
eral wa:s simply a definite amount of 11book learning" the edu ... 
cational inadequacy of the Sunday School was not so apparent; 
for the Sunday School and the day school were not so far apart 
in principle and method. But when general education came to 
be conceived as the development of the mental faculties by 
ment~l discipline--and even more when it became preparation for 
social living by experience in social living--the non-education-
al character of the Sunday School became clearly apparent. After 
.:..lmost a century, notwithstanding the splendid enthusiasm 
~d devotion of an army of volunteer Sunday School workers, the 
sum and substance of the religious instruction which the church 
was providing its youth was merely one half hour a week of con-
ventional morality and traditional theolo~ talked at restless, 
inattentive boys and girls in poorly equipped unfavorable 
~uarters by untrained, hard working, self-sacrificing church 
~embers. The lesson materials were not adapted to the needs 
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of boys and girls and the olass room methods were not calculated 
to interest or instruct. MOreover, less than one half of the 
cnildren of America were attending upon even such instruction 
~s this and not much more than half of them were regular in 
~ttendance. And, what is especially significant, almost all 
of the children attending Sunday School st all were dropping 
out at about thirteen years of age, just the age when they most 
needed the influence of the right sort of reli~ious instruction 
~d training and could most benefit by it. The fact is, there-
fore, that instead of the Sunday School proving a happy sol-
ution of the problem of religious education in America by mak-
ing up for the unavoidable lack of religion in the public 
school, the American Sunday School after almost a century had 
~roved to be no rear solution of the problem at all. The 
State could not provide for its future citizens the religious 
education necessary to their moral integrity, it was compelled 
to leave such education for the Church to provide if it was to 
be provided at all; but the Church for almost a century had 
f~iled to provide it in any adequate manner conceiving its 
task to be evangelism rather than education. So that, after 
~ century of American history religion is not yet an element 
in the education of American boys and girls. They are now be-
ing educated in every phase of human experience except the re• 
ligious. Every fundamental interest and value of life is in-
vluded in their educational experience in a form best adapted 
to their immediate needs and desires--except religion. P~­
ligion is not made a part of their normal envir~nment and nor-
• 
• 
• 
nal experience closely related to every other element of it. 
Religion is somethin~ outside their regular life, a something 
in ~dition to their daily concerns, something unrelated to 
their natural interests, something out of joint with their 
.• 
customary thoughts and activities, a strange, incomprehensivle 
, otner-world affair of some possible interest and use to some 
~eculiar adults but of no possible interest or use to a normal 
boy or girl. "Seven out of every ten children and youth of the 
United States under twenty-five years of age are not being touched 
l in any way by the religious-educational program of any church." 
The youth of America are growing up in religious ignorance • 
1. w.s . Athearn: "Character Building in a Democracy," p 26 
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Chapter IV 
DemocracY and ReliKion 
_Does it ma.tter to a democracy whether its citizens are 
educ«:~.ted in relie$ion? Does it matter to America that its 
youth are growing up in dense religious ignorance? 
There are those who would answer, "No. All religion 
is superstition, and the sooner society is rid of it the better.w 
But is this an accurate statement? Would it not be more accurate 
to say, "Vuoh reli~ion is superstition, and the sooner society 
is rid of such relie$iOn the better?" And yet is even this 
exactly true. That much religion is superstition no one would 
deny., but it tt+,not- possible that even superstitious belief may 
be of more value to society than sceptical unbelief? Super-
stitious belief may motivate ri~hteous conduct: sceptical unbe-
lier can do no more than inhibit foolish conduct. 
But our question is not with re~ard to superstition but 
with regard to intelli~ent religion. Has intelligent religion 
no v~lue to society? Does it matter to society whether its 
eitizens are educated in religion? Religious education ought 
to result not in superstition but in intelligent religion. Is 
that of value to a democracy? 
There are those who maintain that it is of exceeding value, 
in f act that it is absolutely essential; that a democracy can 
no more prosper without religion than it can without scientific 
knowledge. The legislature of South Dakota expressed the com-
mon conviction of the American people when, in a recent act, it 
resolved that, "the strength and effeciency of any republic, 
a government by the people,.depends upon the best development 
• 
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of those people, which, experience has demonstrated and history 
shows, can not be without reli~ion." Professor Ross, in his 
5 reat work, "The Principles of Sociology" is in agreement with 
the leading sociologists of America when he writes, "Neverthe-
less, Science had no resources for quieting the greed, jealousy 
~nd hate of men • • • • Science is not enough. There is need 
for a religion of brotherhood to prepare man for the larger 
1 
social life h• is obli~ed to enter." Everyday now the 
country over the same sentiment is repeated by men in public 
positions of responsibility. I pick up the morning paper and 
a district attorney in Boston is reported as arguing: "Public 
morality, whether it be political or social, depends on private 
morality, and no true private morality oan exist unless based 
on religion.---•ithout religion education is apt to prove more 
harmful than helpful to the individual. ---- Judge Fawc•tt of 
Brooklyn states that of 4000 youths under 21 arraigned before 
him only three were members of a Sunday School at the time of 
the commission of their crimes." President McGiffert of Union 
says in an address before the Religious Education Association, 
"If democracy is to prevail it will be because idealism triumphs 
2 
over brute fact and religion forces science to do its bidding." 
1. Ross, E. A. Principles of Sociology" p 596 
a. Religious Education, Vol. 14, p 156 
• 
Such statements might be quoted almost without number from 
men prominent in almost every walk in life • 
And is it not true? Democracy can not succeed without 
religion. The very essence of democracy is cooperation. 
Some degree of cooperation may be realized by enlightened self-
interest. But any such thorough-going, universal cooperation 
~s is involved in genuine democracy necessitates something 
higher and deeper and wider and more enduring than mere self-
interest however enlightened. Such cooperation as is involved 
in democracy calls for a genuine interest in others born of a 
whole souled devotion to the common good. And such devotion 
is a religious passion produced only by a sincere faith in the 
essential goodness of the universe. Democracy can not thrive 
on egoism alone, it must have altruism as well. And altruism 
can not live by intelligence onl y, it requires good will. 
And 60od will intelligent religion is peculiarly "well fitted 
to foster; for its very essence is the recognition of a life 
l~r~er than sel~ which one may li~e, upon which one may de-
pend, with which one may cooperate. The religious man is car-
ried outside himself, his horizon is widened and the circl~f 
his interests enlarged."l 
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Or, to revert to our bio-sociological terms,--Life consis ts 
in the adjustment of the individual, society and the environmeat 
eacn to the other. Education is this adjustment conceived as a 
process controlled by society. Democracy is the cooperative 
adjustment of the individual and society conceived as an end 
l• Me Giffert: Religious Education, Vol 14, p 156 
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and purpose. Religion is the harmonious adjustment of the· 
individual to his total environment, dncluding society, and 
conceived as having super-hum&n and super-physical character 
• and worth. The adjustment of the individual and society which 
is · democracy is involved ili the larger adjustment which is re-
• ligion. 
In other words intelli~ent religion today involves demo-
cracy. While the character of democracy is such that it can 
not be realized without intelli~ent religion. On the other 
hand religion alone does not result in democracy. Intelli-
oence must join hand~ wi~h religion and education must be 
the instrument of both. Democracy is the end, education the 
means, intelli5ence the control and religion the power, the 
proper combination of which will make for social progress to-
w~rd human welfare. 
Intelli~ence and religion are the two great factors in 
h~n progress. The socialist exalts intelligence and aenounces 
reli6ion: the·revivalist magnifies religion and deprecates 
11
.utere intelligence". Both are wrong. Intelligence without 
religion is impotent: religion without intelligence is insan-
ity. What the individual and what soci~ty needs is neither 
one ~ong but both combined. The man of intelligence who fool-
ishly decries religion owes more to the faith of his fathers 
than he has sense enough to realize: while the religious man 
who hypocritically scorns intelligence is more indebted to learn-
ing than he has grace enough to admit. If there ever is a pan-
acea for human ills it will be intelli ent religion. 
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i t hout that effec'ti ve , social t i dealistic passion ~hich is 
the product only of the union of real intell i gence and gen~ 
ui ne religion the truest values of human l i fe can not be 
• reali zed. It is essential to well devel oped, self mas t e r ed, 
socially eff i ci ent personality. It is essential to the pro-
• gress f human soc i ety. Without it education can never a ttain 
its u timate ends , government carmot realize it largest pur-
poses , political democracy cannot be me.intained, and industrial 
democracy can never be realized. ~ithout it international 
d ploma.cy is but a clever jocke· i ng for the pole i n the next 
mad r a ce to suicidal destruction by warfare among the 11ati ons ~ 
I n t·act, t oday the thinki ng world r ealizes the value and 
the need of sociali zed intelligence as never before : and the 
scholar s of Christendom were never so a gr eed upon the impor-
t~~ce of religion to this end . Great statesmenp leading ed-
uca.tors , even captains of industry are proclaimi ng it ; con•Jin-
c~ed tha t i f democr acy is to prevail, i f c i vilization is to be 
saved, if i n t ernational peace is to come, humanity must have 
mo re of both intelligence and religion: that brute force is of 
little avail, conscienceless intelligence is not sufficient, there 
mus t be such trustworthiness and goodwill a s only religious faith 
and r eligious devo t ion can produce : The widest knowledge the 
ablest skill will not a lone suffice, there must be the pas s ion 
born o1· religious idealism. Education must join hands with 
r eligion f or the reali zation of world democracy • 
• 
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Chapter v. 
Jlodern Edncat1 on and Modern Rel 1 g:f on 
There are clear indications that, in America at least, 
there will soon be the closest partnership between education 
and religion. During the last fifty years many forces have 
been working which have drawn them steadily closer. With 
the growth of intelligence, the ideas of men have expanded. 
Notions of political democracy, of industrial democracy, of 
world brotherhood, even have come to be generally enter-
tained. The aims of human institutions have beeri enlarged 
in the minds of their leaders. The State, the School, the 
Church -- the function of each has come to be conceived more 
widely. And, with the enlarging of functions has come a merg-
ing of aims, a unity of ultimate purpose. The State instead 
of existing for the mere protection of life and property has 
come to exist for the positive promotion of human welfare, 
both individual and social, though still with chief emphasis 
upon its physical and material, industrial and commercial 
aspects. The Soboo~, instead of striving for the mere effi-
ciency of the individual in order that he may enjoy life and 
succeed in competition with his fellows, is now striving for 
the complete development of the individual's total personality 
in social efficiency for the promotion of that truest welfare 
1 
of human society which involves his own. The Church in addi-
tion to the salvaging of a few individual wrecks, is now labor-
ing for the Christianizing of all human life, both individual 
1. Ross, E. A. Principles of Sociology, p 602 
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and social, in order to the realization of the Kingdom of Uod 
on earth, which will mean the truest welfare of all humanity, 
physical, mental, social and religious in both time and eter-
nit~. 
With these great ideas and exalted ideals in their minds 
and hearts the best leaders of State and School and Church 
were almost ready to believe a decade ago that the dawn of the 
Millenium was in sight. 
Then came the world war with all its terrible revelation 
of the greed and lust and hate which still . possessed the hearts 
of men and of nations and came the even more terrible peace 
conference with its clear revelation of the appaling fact that 
the 5lor1ous ideas of a few academic leaders of human thou~ht 
were far from bein~ effective ideals in the conduct of even the 
best of men. 
Idealists 1n School and Church were sobered. They began to 
take account of stock and overhaul their methods. Educators 
began to see that only- in theory was education social, in prac-
tice it was still too individualistic. The first place in the 
curriculum of the High School was still given to the physical 
sciences and not to the social sciences. Too many boys and 
~irls were dropping out of sohool before they were prepared for 
the best citizenship. The emphasis in curriculum and method 
was still too much upon preparation for individual success and 
1 
not enough upon training for social living. Knowledge, 
1. The Social Studies in Secondary Education, National Education 
Association, Report of the Committee on Social Studies of the 
Commission on the Reorganization of Secondary Education, Bureau 
of Education Bulletin (1916) no 28. 
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habits and Skills were being cultivated at the neglect of moral 
~d social attitudes and ideals. Methods were too exclusively 
instructional and not sufficiently inspirational and interpre• 
tive. The net result in the. product of the schools was, all 
too u~oh, enlightened self interest rather than altruistic de-
l 
votion to the common welfare. 
And while educational leaders were coming to these con-
victions with regard to the Public School, religious leaders 
were confessing the sins of the Church. The Church was woe-
fully neglecting the moral and religious education of youth. 
The report of the Committee on the War and the Religious O~t­
, 
look appointed by the Federal Council of tae Church of Christ 
in America showed a lamentable ignorance on the part of the 
soldiers in the World War concerning the nature and meaning of 
Christianity. And these soldier boys were from all classes 
~d all parts of the Nation, so that their misunderstanding of 
Christian faiths and ideals was all too representative of the 
entire male citizenship of America. The report says: 
"The testimony that we have received goes to show that if 
- vote were taken among chaplains and other religious workers 
~s to the most serious failure of the church, as evidenced in 
the army, a larwe majority would agree that it was the church's 
f~ilure as a teacher. We have not succeeded in teaching 
1. Voelker, P.F. "The Function of Ideals and Attitudes in Social Education" 
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Christianity to our own members, let alone distributin~ a 
clear knowledge of it through the community at large.•1 
The educational failure of the Church 1 t was realized 
had been chiefly at two points. First, in the Sunday School 
~s we have already noted. By means of a number of exhaustive 
scientific surveys soon after the war it was made apparent 
tb~t in spite of its incalculable influence for good in aany 
w~ys, yet, as an educational institution it bad been an al-
most complete failure, which failure was largely responsible 
for an appalling spiritual illiteracy among the yough of Ameri-
oa. 
But the second count in the Church's neglect of religious 
education was even more astonishing. The Church had practically 
ceased teaching religion in her own colleges, the very colleges 
that a century before bad been founded largely for that very 
purposeS These colleges were still maintained by the Church and 
controlled by the Cburch, supported by the members of the Church 
~nd patronized by the youn~ people of the Church. And yet at 
the beginnin~ of the World War in very few of them was there any 
re~l teaching of reli~ion, and that, very little amount was very 
2 
poor in quality. 
In a word public school leaders were convinced that they 
ou~ht to stress moral character more in their work of education, 
while church leaders were convinced that they ought to stress 
education more in their work for Christian character. The fact 
was that, in ceasing to be individualistic and becoming essen-
tially social, both education and religion had come to profess 
~ractically identical aims. 
l• ~uoted by Athearn, W. S. Character Building in a Democr acy p 23 
2. Ib1d, Ch 5, p 255 
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The ultimate aim of the public school was being variously 
~hr~sed as "complete living", "social efficiency," "social pro-
oress " "social welfare," "education for social progress" 
"race welfare, 11 "adjusting the young to the spiritual heritage 
of the race," and the like. And one needed only &o give these 
e.ims their full spiritual significance and understand them 
under the categories of infinity and eternity to realize their 
identity of meaning with the aims of the new religious educa-
tion, variously phrased as, "Christianizing the social order,• 
"the redemption of society, • "the salvation of the world," 
~racial redemption," "the fatherhood of Uod and the brotherhood 
of wan," "the realization of the Kingdom of liod on earth, 11 and 
so on. 
By 1914, also, secular and religious education had drawn 
closer together in general method. Formerly the public school 
~d college had stressed the training, the instructional, and 
the disciplinary function of education almost to the entire ex-
elusion of the inspirational, the recreational, and the inter-
prepretative. While the Church and Sunday School had emphasi• 
zed the inspirational, the interpretative and the training 
functions t .o the ne~leot of the instructional and disciplinary. 
But now secular education was beginning to appreciate the value 
of the inspirational and interpretative as well, and religious 
educ~tion the instructional and the disciplinary; while both 
were coming to a new appreciation of the recreative. In other 
words, while the public school and the college had been appealing 
s s too exclusively to the intellect, and the church and unday chool 
to the emotions, now both the public school and the "church school" 
h~d be~un to appreciate the necess i t y of appealing to both mi nd 
• 
~d heart if the largest aims of either institution were to be 
realized. (The college, however, then as now, was not abreast 
of tne kindergarten, the grammar school and the hign school in 
this advance.) 
This matter of change in general method i ·s vital to any 
real progress in education, and especially in religious educa-
tion. It may be well to put it another way. The comparison 
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Illay tJ.lso be stated in terms of factors of consciousness. Dur-
ing the nineteenth century secular education' had utilized al-
most exclusively the factors of habit and knowledge while re-
li~ious education, such as it was, had depended upon ideals and 
prejudices. But by 1914 the public school had begun to appre-
ci~te the importance of ideals and sentiments in human conduct 
and to seek for the proper educational material and method by 
which to produce and utilize them as conduct controls for social 
efficiency. While, on the other hand, the new "Church School 11 
had come to value habit and exact knowledge more highly and to 
reorganize its material and its method for their production and 
utilization as factors in the development of religious life and 
character. So that both the public school and the church school 
_ were coming to think of themselves as partners in the real task 
of education, the production of those ideals, attitudes, beliefs 
prejudices, tastes, sentiments and appreciations which are im-
pertJ.tively necessary for the realization of the social efficiency 
of the individual in a democratic society. 
This then, was the situation before the World War. American 
youths were g_ettin~ no real religious education, although there 
was such need and such possibility of it as never before. The 
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Publ ic School and the State University could not offer it. The 
Sund~y School was pitifully ineffective. The Church College 
was not even attempting to give it. And this in spite of the 
fact that the aims of public education had become so social 
!:l.lld idealistic that they could not be rea.liz.ed 'Jithout re-
ligion and the aims of religion so social and practical that 
they could not be realized without education: so that real rel~-
5ious education, genuinely religious and genuinely educational, 
w~s a practicable possibility for the first time in human his-
t ory. 
Then came the World War, and the moral cataclysm it let 
loose with the spiritual crisis that followed it precipitated 
into crystaline definiteness the slowly forming convictions of 
educational leaders in both State and Church and made startlin~~ 
. 0 
ly clear to all, the elements of peril and of hope which were 
involved in the situation. A sense of need of intelligent 
religion for national and world citizenship found expression, 
& demand for an adequate religious education for the yough of· 
A erica arose, and a movement gained headway in the church 
.., 
whicn had in it the promise -of a national system of religious 
education that will meet that demand and supply that need. 
The movement was the "Church School" movement and by it, 
~lthough less than a decade old, significant results have al-
re~dy been achieved. 
The outlines of the structure of a national system of church 
schools have become clear. There will be three parts to the sys-
tem; one to teach the people; one to train the teachers; and one 
to supervise the whole. The first part, the system of Church 
• 
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Church Schools for the people, will contain: local Church Sun• 
day Schools; community week day schools of religion; and church 
colleges-teaching religion. The second part, the system of 
trainin~ schools, will contain; local church training classes; 
community training school s; and departments of religious edu-
cation in church colleges. The third part, the system of super-
vision, will consist of church, community, district, state and 
n~tional superintendents.1 
And not only has the blue print of this structure been pre-
pared and generally accepted by the religious educational lead-
ers of Ameri~a but parts of the building itself have actually 
been constructed. A federation of national denominational and 
inter-denominational organizations has been effected in the 
International Council of Religious Education. 11 In all parts 
of the country teacher training classes in Church Schools and 
in community schools have been organized with high standards. 
Many church and community week day schools of religion have al• 
ready been started and the movement is spreading as rapidly as 
competent directors of religious education can be found. Sever-
J:, Athearn,, W. S. _A National System of Education, and 
R9 ligious Eaucation in a Democracy 
• 
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~1 church colleges have already organized departments of re-
ligious education and several more are awaiting sufficient 
funds and competent instructors. In fact almost at every 
point the structure has already begun to materialize which 
will constitute an adequate system of religious education for 
the American people and guarantee as nothing else can the per-
petuity and development of those Ameri can institutions in 
which, we believe, is the promise of the eventual realization 
of ·the largest and truest welfare of all humanity. 
• 
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hapter VI 
The Church College and Religious Education 
But at one poi~t the buil ding of this momentous struc ture 
or Ametican religious education lags: and that a point so vital 
and crucial that delay there hinders the progress of the whole 
enterprize. That point is the Church College. It, and it 
only, can and must compl ete the rel igious education of the 
youth of America. The time is at hand when no American will 
~y more consider himself liberally educated without a coll e-
~iate education in religion than he would without a collegia-
t e education in literature or philosophy or sociology. The 
time is at hand when educational leader~ in the college fiel d 
will consider college religion a more essential part of a col-
lege education than college mathematics or classics; and that 
not only for merely cultural values but even more for practical 
life values, personal and social, moral and religious. If 
mathematics and the classics were ever essential for intellectu-
al discipline, surely religion is even more essential for moral 
and religious discipl ines. And no one will say that moral and 
reli~ious discipline is less needed by youth than intellecaual 
discipline, that it is less essential to the development of 
either a well balanced personality or sociall y efficient citi-
~ensnipl Every American youth must have an opportunity to com-
plete his religious education in college as a part of a liber-
til. education. 
And this means that the college must teach religion, not 
simply •religious education." It will teach religious educa-
tion also, perhaps, as it teaches •education" now; but it wil~ 
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te~ch religion before it teaches religious pedagogy, just as 
it teaches English literatur e, before it teaches the principles 
and methods of teaching English literature. And it will teach 
religion to every student while it teaches religious education 
' 
only to those few who are preparin~ to become · teachers of re-
ligion. The teaching of religion by the college is the capstone 
of the column of the religious educational system. Without it 
the column is incomplete and the building of any adequate super-
structure is impossible. No young person is any more fit to go 
out and teach religion without having studied it than to teach 
literature or art or philosophy, without a knowledge of the sub-
ject to be taught. 
Moreover, to teach Bibl e is not necessarily to teach reli-
~ion. Many courses in College Bible are courses in literature 
or history or archeology or the sc ience of biblical criticism 
~d not primarily courses in religion at all. Some others are 
r~lly courses in exegesis or, more likely, theolo~. All of 
these, of course, are related to the study of reli~ion and more 
or less involved in the study of Biblical religion, but they are 
no more religion than anatomy is hygiene. For the college to 
fail to teach religion is to handicap the entire religious ed-
ucation movement and weaken the whole system of church schools. 
And yet that is just what the church college in America was do-
ing up to within a very few years and in fact is still doing 
for the most part. , During the nineteenth century the character 
• 
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of the Church College gradually changed from that of a reli~i ous 
institution providing a religious education for the training of 
religious young men for eeligious service in the Church to that 
of a secular school providing a secular education for the train-
ing of any young person for secular success in the world. In 
other words at the point where the Church might have provided 
the best sort of reli~ious education in the best way under the 
best circumstances to the very youn~ people best able to profit 
by it and best able to use it for the blessing of humanity --
at that very point the Church i n America during the nineteenth 
century not only made no advance , but actually beat a retreatl 
• 
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Cha pter VII 
The Church College and Religion in the 
Past 
This r etreat of the Church at the point of the teaching of 
religion in colleg~ can be understood only with a knowledge of 
the factors which occasioned it. These factors operated with 
constantly increasing effectiveness throughout the Nineteenth 
Century until they finally forced religion out of the Church 
College curriculum. 
The first was an increase in the demand for higher secu-
l ar education coupled w~th a scarcity of supply - - it was befmre 
the day of State Universities. At first only young men headed 
for the ministry had gone through college and, of cou~se, all 
wanted instruction in religion. But soon other young men began 
to seek a higher education f or "secular" . purposes, and, naturall~ 
tne de~and for religious instruction proportionately decreased 
~s the demand for secular education increased. Then came the 
or~anization of separate theolo~ioal schools. The colleges now 
dele6ated to them the specialized task of religious training 
:...nd took for themselves the broader one of general classical 
.,. 
culture. True, religion should have been retained as oneof 
the essential elements in. that culture, but it was not at that 
tiwe so regarded. 
Moreover, other more practical considerations also tended 
to exclude religion from the college curriculum. One of them 
was due to the intensely sectarian character of all religion 
during the Nineteenth Century. As college education became 
n~re and more popular and the colleges began to draw from wider 
constituencies a Church College President who was ambitious for 
the success of his institution, measured by the size of its en-
• 
ment and the number of its students, became very eager 42 
to wake it an non-sectarian as was possible without offending 
the particular Denomination that controlled it. The teaching 
of !:l. particular brand of religion might mean to him the loss 
of many students and many thousand dollars. Then, too, as the 
method of education became more and more critical and scientific 
the teaching of reli15ion, which was supposed to be necessaril'y 
wedieval and dogmatic in method, came to lose cast in academic 
circles; so that, if a bit of it was retai ned by an unusually 
~ealous faculty, the student body looked upon it with disfavor. 
But more likely the faculty bad themselves excluded it. Not at 
~11 on the ground that reli15ion was undesirable for college 
students but solely on the ground that it was out of place in 
1 ~ college curriculum. Those same faculty members were pro-
bably willing, some of them even eager, that religion should 
be ta.u~ht the students in the Sunday School or the volunteer 
Y. M. c. A. Bible Class -- in fact some of them themselves 
way have taught such classes; but, to their minds, the col-
lege class-room was no place for the teaching of religion. But 
some of them maintained that religion by its very nature could 
not be taught at all but must be caught by a aort of spiritual 
2 
contl:l.gion. 
And this is not so surprising when we remember the char-
~cter of religion at the time. Both reli~on and education 
were decidedly individualistic. And that put them very far a• 
part both in aim and method. Education aimed a.t the worldly 
1 . See Athearn, w.s. Religious Education and American Democracy, p 314 
2. Elliott, H. s. : Voluntary Bible Study, Religious Education, p 713 
success of the individual in this life; religion at the spiritual 
s~lvation of the individual for the life to come. Education 
depended upon the known, natural operations of the human mind; 
reli0ion upon the mysterious, supernat ural operation of the 
11Holy Ghost". Education and reli~ion really he.d little in 
common. 
But, as we have seen, times have changed, neither educa-
tion nor reli~ion is now purely individualistic. Moreover 
while the church still aims to prepare the individual for the 
life to come she is also interested in fitting him for the 
life that now is and while she still depends upon the activity 
of the Spirit of God she has come to recognize that activity in 
the "natural" operations of the spirit of man. While the ul~i­
~te aim of the church in education go~s beyond the scope of the 
st~te school, yet every aim of the school is included within the 
sco~e of the church. While the state school may not use all 
the educational methods of the church, the church may use all 
the methods of the school. There is no longer any justifica-
tion in the nature of religion or the nature of education for 
the omission of religion from the curriculum of the church col-
lege. And inasmuch as the state college in America is prohi-
bited from the teaching of religion, if the youth of America 
are to have any education in religion of collegiate grade it 
must,be provided by the church college. 
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PART I V 
COLLEGE "RELIGION"; AND LIBERAL EDU-
CATION 
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development 
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OUTLINE OF CHAPTER VIII 
COLLEGE "REL~GION" AND THE INTELLECTUAL DE* 
VELOPMENT OF YOUTH 
I. College "religion" and the accepted function 
of the college 
1. Education not "liberal" without religion 
2. Curriculum incomplete without religion 
II. Characteristics of adolescent mental development 
1. General characteristics 
2. Intellectual characteristics 
(1) Primary intellectual need of youth 
(3) Intensified in college 
III. Historical and philosophical study of religion 
needed 
1. Philosophy without religion not sufficient 
2. "Religion" correlates studies and organizes 
thinking. 
Chapter V I 
College "Religion"' and the Intellectual Develop"" 
ment of Youth 
We have seen that uhless the church college teaches religion 
the proposed system of American religious education will be in 
complete and the youth of Amerioa can not receive education in 
relieion of collegiate grade. 
By failing to teach religion the college also fails · to per-
form even its ow.n accepted function, the liberal education of 
young men and women, to develop in them well balanced person-
al ity and bring them into complete livin~ and gpod citizenship. 
An education is not a liberal education that omits reli-
eious development by religious instruction and training; nor 
is an education liberal which fails to utilize religion as a 
factor in general intellectual and emotional d.evelopment. From 
the standpoint of content a collet!,e curriculum can not be 
thought complete which does not include the study of one of 
the greatest and most important fields of human knowledge and 
experience. In what sense oan college education be described 
c..s "adjustment of the young to the spiritual possessions of 
the race" if it passes by those spiritual possessions that lie 
in the field of religion; possessions which were described by 
the Ltreat Teacher as a treasure, to purchase which a man would 
wisely sell all that he possessed? 
When one catches its full significance it seems a most 
astonishing fact that the only great field of human experience 
not covered by the collegee curriculum should be the field of 
relieion. Physical life, mental life , moral life, social life, 
• 
· economic, industrial, commercial,. agricultural, financial, 
political, every one of the multiform phases of human life 
is given a place in the college curriculum except religion. 
How can a college be thou~ht to be helping its students to an 
ade~uate or correct solution of the problem of life when it 
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leaves out of the reckoning one of the most dynamic of factors? 
How can a oollege think itself to be giving any complete know• 
ledge of the historic explanations of the nature of ulttmate 
reality or to be helping its students form their own ideas of 
it, if it is failing to present man's most intuitive, universal 
and persistent explanation? 
From the standpoint of discipline also, the study of re-· 
ligion is most essential. Even for merely intellectual dis-
cipline and purely intellectual values it is a most important 
factor. A college that does not use it is neglectin~ to pro-
vide for even the general intellectual development of its 
students. 
The most characteristic features of the marvelous develop~ 
went of personality in the period of later adolescence are 
those paradoxically complementary processes-of all growin~ 
life, - expansion and concentration, differentiation and in• 
tegration, life becoming at the same time more multiform and 
more unified. Later adolescence is the final acceleration 
of this dual process for the culmination of maturity. This 
development in later adolescence, of course, is both intellec-
tual and emotional~ 
• 
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Its intellectual~pects are clearly evident. The mind 
o:f the young person of college age is alive and active and 
e;rowints as never before, and, in such degree as it never will 
u.6u.in. The field of knowledge and experience has tremendously 
increased, but so has his capacity to survey that field. Childish 
curiosity as to isolated f~cts and their explanation has de-
veloped into a more mature seeking for truths that will relate 
all the facts in great generalizations. No item must remain 
unrelated, unexplained, all must be brought into satisfying 
synthesis. He is convinced that truth is a unity and he wants 
to comprehend that unity with one outreach of his mind. He 
is eagerly thinking new thoueshts, great thoughts, eagerly 
~rasping new ideas, big ideas. Life is interesting, the world 
is brimful with meaning, the universe even is coming within his 
grasp. His intellectual need is primarily for the unification 
inte6 ration, consolidation, synthesis, organization of his par-
ticular ideas into broad general concepts or universal principles 
of his own making in the light of a.n exact knowledge gained at 
first hand by hard study and widened experience and in par-
ticular by the free and constructive exercise of his critical 
faculties of judgment and reason. 
Philosophy is well calculated to help him here, but the 
hist_orical and p~ilosophical study of religion, much more. 
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Philosophy without religion has no satisfying answers to some 
or the most insistent questions of the mind of youth and none 
all to the questions of the heart, while philosophical re~ 
ligion can answer most of them to the satisfaction of both 
mind and heart. The greatest and most valuable ideas that 
have come to the human mind are those that have come from the 
field of religion. The philosophy of religion provides the 
only complete and satisfying organization, integration and 
synthesis of human thought. 
College students are like all young people of the same 
doge in this respect but the need is made ten-fold more urg~nt 
~mid the greater intellectual stimulus, activity and distraction 
of college study and life. The newness, multiplicity and 
diversity of the ideas that come to the college student from 
his many studies and his new associations tend rather to the 
dissipation than to the integration of his thinking. The ef-
fect is likely to be one of utter confusion and to have harm-
ful moral as well as intellectual aspects unless intelligent 
reli~~on can come to the rescue. 
Nothing is better calculated to help him correlate his 
studies and organize his thinking just at this time then the 
study of religion positively and constructively presented in 
a thoroughly scientific but appreciative fashion. Nothing 
else can so help him get his bearings in the new universe of 
• 
matter and force and life with all its bewildering complexitye 
ithout the help of t he study of rel igion he is l i kely to feel 
there is no need or place for his mother' s God and no possi-
bility in man of free and responsible will and even no 
re~lity to right and wrong except as figments of man 1 s imagi-
na tion • 
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OUTLINE OF CHAPTER IX 
COLLEGE "RELIGION" AND RELIGIOUS DEVELOPMENT 
OF YOUTH 
I. Childhood religion intellectually incomplete 
1. Church and home unable to complete it 
2. Child unable to have it completed 
II. Religion of childhood not that of maturity 
1. Same essential elements but 
2. Ver~ different in 
(1) Ideational and emotional structure 
(2) Range and variety of experience 
III Proper environment needed for natural change 
1. "Atmosphere" insufficient 
2. Knowledge necessary - complete and accurate 
3. Mental discipline necessary - skills and atti-
tudes 
IV Some colleges murdering religious life of students 
by neglect 
1. Notion religion of student previously oared for 
2. Notion religion of student may be oared for on 
the side 
• 
Chapter IX 
College "Religion" and t he Re~ 
ligious Development of YouthQ 
One of the most s i gnificant aspects of the college stu-
dent' s i ntellectual need is in the fie l d of rel igion itself . 
Not only does he need help in his thir~ing in new and strange 
fiel d s of knowledge and experience but also in this old and 
familiar one in which perhaps he thinks that he knows all 
ther e is to be known or at least all he cares to know. The 
Religion that he brought with him from the old home church is 
in all l ikel i hood, in need of being rescued from the attack 
not only of enemies from other c~ps but of enemies within 
its own camp in the form of intellectual imperfections. 
This is occasioned by the fact not only t hat his home 
and hi s church were unable to give him an intellectually com-
plet e religion but also that he himself was incapable of re-
ce i ving it before. "When I we.s a child I spalce as a child, 
I thought a s a child, I unde stood as a child; but when I 
beca1ne a man I put away childish things." The great apostle 
P~ul was not t he only one who ever had that experience. Every 
• 
person that ever lived has had it -- tha~ is, the first part 
~t least. Childhood knowled~e and experience can not be that 
of maturity; although the knowledge and experience of many 
adults remains in large measure that of childhood inasmuoh 
~s they never reach intellectual maturity. 
This holds true in every realm of mental life; but is no-
where more significant than in religion , - the widest, highest 
deepest realm of all, both oomprehendin~ and surpassin~ all 
others in breadth of thought, loft iness of i magination and 
depth of emotion. The religi on of a child oan not be that 
of maturity; though the religion of many adults is that of 
childhood. The two are the sa.me of course, in the simplest, 
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wost essential elements but vastly dif ferent in form and com-
plexity of structure, in range and aariety of experience. The 
chicken and the egg are of course the same creature but their 
difference is of more practical significance than their i-
dentity. The ideas of childhood religion are few and exceedingly 
simple: in the religion of full maturity they are innumerable 
and of almost infinite complexity. The imagination in the re-
ligion of childhood finds easy delight in simple creations that 
are satisfying: in the rel i gion of maturity it is taxed t o the 
utmost and oftimes exhausted. The emotions of reli~ion in 
onildhood are few and .simple and crude : in maturity they are 
1nany and complex and refined. The religion of childhood is 
self centered: the rell~ion of maturity is humanity centered. 
The religion of childhood is a religion of impression: the 
religion of maturity of expression. The reli~ion of chil d• 
• 
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hood is unreflecting obedience: the religion of maturity, self 
chosen and self directed conduct. The religious world of child-
hood is small and wonderfully sir:1ple: the religious universe 
of ~turity is limitlessly large and infinitely complex. 
In the proper religious environment it is as natural 
for youth to exchange the reli~ion of childhood for the 
reli~ion of maturity as it is for him to exchange the physical 
lHe or the intellectual life or the social life of a boy for 
tnat of a man. It is the duty of the colle~e to help him 
in the one case as much as in the other. Each phase of per-
sonal development demands as proper environment for proper 
development something more than that in&angible something 
n II called atmosphere, constituted of the invisible aromas 
of radiant personalities. That is valuable but alone is abso-
lutely insufficient; whether in the physical, intellectual, 
emotional, social, moral or religious life. Information, in 
struction, knowledge is needed to provide food for thought 
~d ~uidance for action. And the knowledge ought to be aa 
comvlete as necessary and as accurate as possible in each 
field, including the religious. 
But more than that, men&al discipline mus~ be provided, 
t~ining in the use of that knowledge by the mind to prepare 
it for its application to the practical needs of life: skill 
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in accurate observation of the phenomena in the field, skill 
in the correct interpretation of their significance to life, 
skill in appreci~tion of the true values in the field, skill 
in the application of those values to life. 
If a fertile egg is not kept in the proper environment, 
the chick .within it dies in the shell. The proper environ-
ilient for the religious life of youth, is, of course, almost 
infinitely more complex than th~t of the egg, but like the 
chick, unless that proper environment is had, the religion 
of youth will die in the shell. And many a graduate of our 
church colleges goes through life with the once live re-
ligion of his childhood dead within. its shell but still cher-
ished with pathetic devotion because of its associations with 
childhood, home and mother. If that college had been on to 
its job it might have been, instead of a cold storage or re• 
fr,0erating plant, a religious incubator, and that young man 
have experienced a new birth of religion, as the religion of 
his childhood was trans~ormed into the religion of maturity 
to be intellectually and emotianally satisfying, a never fail-
- ing comfort in trouble and a never dying inspiration to 
heroic living the rest of his days .• 
It is not that the college which fails to give instrue-
tion in religion deliberately murders the religious life of 
its students: but the mother whose baby dies of neglect with 
• 
• 
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difficulty escapes the charge of infanticide. To neglect the 
proper nourishment of the religious life of the college student 
is either to kill it or cripple it for life • 
The notion that the religion of a college student is all 
cared for before coming_ to college or may be cared for on t he 
side while in college betrays a total ignorance of the psycho-
logy of reli~ion. In the one case the fallacy is in thinking 
of religion as an objective something which once received may 
be kept in the pocket or on the shelf or somewhere else to be 
used on occasion. Whereas religion isjife, constantly develop-
ing and requiring as constant nourishment and care as the 
physical life itself, and requiring different nourishment and 
different care at different periods of development. The rel-
igious needs of a college student can no more be satisfied 
before he comes to college than can his physical needs. One 
might just as well propose that he get fed up and cleaned up 
bodily for four years in advancel He needs what be needs 
when he needs it, in religion as in anything else. 
In the other case the fallacy is in supposing that re-
ligion is a separate department of life, a distinctphase 
of consciousness, involving the employment of totally dif-
ferent factors, a. sort of separate and. dis.tinct fa.cul ty which 
may or may not be used. Ordinary everyday life employs body 
and mind only: religious life employs another separate .dif-
ferent something called "spirit" or "soul" which can ordinar ... 
ily be dispensed with unless one cares to be religious. And 
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so the gymnasium can take full care of the body, the class• 
roow of the mind and the Y.M.C.A. Bible Class of the "spirit". 
No particular amount of intellect is required for "spiritual" 
culture and no activity of "soul 11 in the gymnasium or the 
class room. No extensive or accurate knowledge is necessary 
for successful "Bible Study• and nothing but extent and accuraw 
cy of knowledge is necessary in the class room. 
Wherea~ the facts, are of course, that the human person~l~ 
ity and life, human consciousness and experience, of an in-
dividual though complex, is essentially a unit. The total 
personality is involved in every form of activity, the whole 
life is affected by the activity of any part, every factor of 
consciousness is influenced by the action of each, and no 
item of experience is unrelated to the whole. The religious . 
• 
life is not another and separate life but a certain character 
~d ~uality of the whole. Religious activity is not the 
' ~ctivity of some separate faculty but the activity of the 
.ordinary faculties of intellect, emotion and volition, deal• 
ing with a different subject and directed toward different 
ends. Religious experience involves the aetivity of mind and 
heart and will as does any experience. Religion is a parti-
cular phase of the experience of the same consciousness, the 
same personality, the same life that is involved in any ex-
perience. Religion deals with a somewhat different content 
of knowledge, is directed toward somewhat different objects 
• 
• 
of t hought and feeling, seeks s omewhat different ends than 
does industry, for instance, or art, or morali ty, or any other 
phase of human experi ence : but i t is the same personality, 
the ~e consciousness, the same self, the same mind and 
heart and will , t he same i ndividual homan life that does the 
dealing the di rect i ng, the seaking in ev~ry case . Religi on 
re4.uires knowledge, and the more extensive and a ccurate that 
knowl edge the better. Religion requi res thought, and the 
more comprehensive and correct that thought the be·t;ter. Re-
ligi on requi res emotion, and the deeper, stronger and ore 
· i sely directed that emotion the better . Religion r equires 
will , purpose, endeavor, and t he more earnest and persistent 
and wi sely di rected that will the bet ter . Education in re~ 
ligion i s t he education of t he ~hole self in a rel igious way. 
Rel igi ous education involves the traini ng and informing of 
the mi nd, the training and inspiring of ~~e heart, the train-
ing e.nd the directing of the "will," which is really mind and 
heart joined in acti on, the total self expressing i tself in 
conduct • 
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OUTLINE OF CHAPTER X 
THE COLLEGE CLASS ROOM AND RELIGION 
I. The best place for instruction in religion 
1. Religion not out of harmony with mind of youth 
2. Religion fearless of living truth 
3. Religion at its best intellectually in class room 
II. Misconceptions keep religion out of olass room 
1. Mysterious operation upon passive soul 
2. "Mind" and "soul", "reason" and faith", anta-
gonistic 
3. Function of classroom solely to impart knowledge 
III College behind the public school in conception 
of educational process and method 
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Chapter X 
The College Classroom and Religion 
Now the best information, the truest knowledge, in 
religion as in anything else cannot be acquired by a 
college student anywhere so well as in the classroom and 
t he study under the direction of an able instructor. In 
other ords t~e intellectual needs of the student in re-
ligion as in anything else, possible even more in the 
case of religion, are best met ru1d sati sfi ed by the atmos-
phere, .wethods, materials, fellowship , guidance and dir-
ection of the college classroom and the college professor~ 
There is no reason why a student's intellect can nor or 
should not be respected and satisfied in religion as well 
a s in history or literature or philosophy or in any other 
field of human knowledge and experience. 
When religion was taught for its own sake or for the 
sake of some infallible institution or system of doctrine 
with interests and rights of its own superior to those o!· 
t he student the needs of the developing mind of youth may 
have ignored or violated as inimical to the religion or the 
institution, but when religion is taught for the sake of the 
l arger life of the student himself, no legitimate demand 
of t~t life, emotional or intellectual, need be either 
denied or igno red. 
ihen religion was conceived as a final and infallible 
' 
system of beliefs "once for all delivered to the saints" 
which must be kept inviolate for its own sake at any 
cost t o the individual, its custodians may well have 
fe~red and stifled the vigorous i nquiries of the active 
mind of youth. But when religion i s known as a living 
experi ence of the Infinite, bless i ng the i ndividual 
and societ y in proportion to its honesty, sincerity, 
truthfulness and earnestness, its apostles welcome 
every sincere challenge of real l i fe . Genuine religion 
is tiS devoted to and as fearle ss of living t rut h as 
is science or philosophy and is as much at home in the 
life stimulating atmosphere of a real college classroom 
as are they . In fact religion is not at its best intellect-
u~lly in any different atmosphere , and the youth who has not 
experienced the delight of the i ntellectual fellowshi p of 
genuine religion under such auspices has still in stor e f or 
him .one of life's keenest satisfactions and most helpfully 
stimulating experiences. 
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That the best place for young men and women to study re-
ligion even for its religious values is in the college class-
room as a normal part of the culture of their total personal-
ity supplementing their study of the arts and sciences seems 
so almost self evident to one who correctly understands the 
true nature of the religious life in young people and the 
real function of the college that it seems almost incredible 
that any modern educator or even any intelligent person to-
day can seriously maintain the contrary. That this is so id 
evidently due to three misconceptions. 
The first is a misconception of religion, as we have 
seen, as consisting essentially in the mysterious operation 
of the "Holy Ghost" performed primarily upon the "soul" and 
not requiring more than a pass ive activity of the human per-
sonality. 
The second is a misconception of human nature, as we 
have also seen, as consisting of two essentially distinct and 
dirferent and even somewhat antagonistic parts, the natural and 
the supernatural, the mind and the lsoul" so that the thinking 
of the mind is inevitably inimical to the aspirations of the 
"soul", knowledge is haTmful to faith. If you want to be re-
ligious do not think too muoh, do not get too much knowledge, 
except "spiritual knowledge" and "spiritual undersaanding" 
which are the result not of the activity of the mind but of 
of the receptive passivity of the "soul" as they are imparted 
by the "Holy Ghost." 
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The third misconception which is keeping religion out of 
the college class room is a m sconoeption of the function of 
that class room itself. The idea is that the business of the 
class room, the work of the college professor, is simply and 
solely the impartation of knowledge: knowledge exhaustively 
complete and minutely accurate, critically presented exclusi-
vely to the intellect. Incidentally perhaps the mind will be 
disciplined, that is the intellect; trained to observe accurate-
ly, to reason exactly, to be interested in nothing but truth, 
that is, ·the logical conclusions of pure reason, based solely 
upon the observed facts of pure science. 
The fallacy involved in the first misconception, that con-
cerning the nature of religion, we have already seen. Religion 
is the normal activity of the ordinary faculties of the human 
personality; mind, heart and will. That it is also the activity 
or the Infinite, no religious man will deny. "Work out your own 
salvation with fear and teembling; for it is God that worketh 
in you to will and to do of his good pleasure." The great 
apostle long ago correctly conceived·the true nature of the 
co-operation of the human and the divine involved in religion. 
The fallacy of the second misconception, that concern-
ing human nature we have also seen. Human nature, in all its 
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complexity is a psychological unit. It contains no essential 
duality. It may choose widely different ends, develop in 
widely different directions, contain within itself vastly 
different possibilities. It may even be abnormally divided 
against itself in unnatural antagonism. But it is essentially 
and normally one and when the religious life is in any measure 
complete mind, heart and will work together in satisfying 
and effective harmony. 
But the third mis conception, that concerning the function 
of the college class room needs more careful consideration. We 
have already seen how in the development of educational theory 
in the public schools of America there came about a change in 
ultimate aim from individual success to sicial efficiency and 
how with t is socializing and idealizing of the aim there came 
a socializing and •dealizing of method until reliance was 
_-placed not simply upon the instructional and disciplinary 
functions of education but upon the interpretative and inspir-
ational end recreational as well; and the 'emotional factors 
of consciousness, attitudes and sentiments and ideals and 
prejudices, were utilized as well as the intellectual factors 
of knowled e and ideas. ·The "character education." movement in 
the ~ublic school is an illustration of tmis development in 
the direction of -socie;lizing, idealizing, _ emotionalizing the 
educational process. 
This development in the public schools began with the change 
in emphasis from teaching the subject to teaching the 
child. The nature and needs and interests of the child 
were to determine the methods of teaching rather than simply 
the nature and requirements of the subject. 
But in the college the emphasis is still too much upon 
teaching the subject rather than upon teaching the young man 
or the young woman; the method i s still too much the impart• 
ing of knowledge and ideas rather than also creating atti-
tudes and ideals, still too much mere instruction rather than 
inspiration as well; still too much merely training to think 
and to criticize rather than also train to feel and appre-
ciate; still too exclusively developing the intellectual nat-
ure rather than developing the emtional as well. 
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OUTLINE OF CHAPTER XI 
College "Religion" and the Emotional Development 
of Youth 
I. Human nature very largely emotional 
1. Emotional bulks larger than intellectual 
2. Emotional more determi native of con~uct 
Ideals more dynamic than ideas 
(1) "Control" ideational 
(2) "Drive" emotional 
II Adolescent nature particul~ly emotional 
1. Rapid expansion 
2. Incessant activity 
3. Needs great 
III. Many colleges neglect emotional development 
1. Aesthetic partial exception 
2. Even moral neglected 
(1) Studies taught for intellectual discipline 
only 
(2) Some studies not adapted to emotional 
discipline 
IV. Biblical Religion 
1. Positive, declarative, concrete, practical, human, 
idealistic 
2. Maker powerful and valuable emotional appeal 
v. Religion ought to be taught for complete living 
1. Moral, social, religious 
2. Only then does a college fulfill its function 
Chapt er XI 
College Religion e.nd t he Emot ional Develop-
ment of Yout h . 
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But the needs of youth, as the needs of human personality 
at any period of its development are not by any means all in-
tellectual. Human nature, as psychology has but recently 
come fully to realize, is only about one-tenth intellectual, 
while it is nine-tenths emotional. And the genuine demands 
of the emotional nature are as legitimate as are those of 
pure intellect. Of cour se, either conceived as in isola-
tion is a mere abstraction of thought. The two are insep-
arably interrelated. Neither can be completely normal with-
out the other. Hence any comparison of the relative import-
ance to human life of the two is futile. The only funadment-
ally correct answer is, both. 
And yet in the light of any quantitative analysis of 
huwan consciousness or human behavior the emotional bulks so 
large as to make the intellectual appear almost insignificant. 
And even more of a qualitative analysis, that is , of an exam-
ination of these two phases of consciousness in their dynamic, 
rather than merely static, aspects, At once the emotional is 
seen to be much more powerful than the intellectual element 
in consciousness. F eling is much more intimately related e . 
to response than is thought, and hence much more determinative 
of conduct. An idea is comparatively inert until it is 
• 
• 
emotionalized into an ideal. A thought is of comparatively 
little significance for conduct until it becomes a purpose. 
In the light of modern dynamic psychology the traditional 
decrying of the emotional in some educational circles is 
seen to be highly ridiculous. The emotional nature of man 
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is as worthy of respect as the intellectual, if not more so; 
~d education stands incomplete and ineffective of the larg-
est results unll it seriously reckons with and ministers to 
both. Mere vapid intellectualism can never achieve even the 
individualistic ends of complete personality or complete 
living, much less the larger social ends of true citizenship, 
social efficiency, or human welfare. Education must conceive 
itself as not merely the introduction of "control" into con-
duct but the introduction of "drive" as well. Control is 
ide~tional, drive is emotional. 
Now if this be trUe of human nature as a whole, it is 
even more true, if that is possible, of the nature of the 
adolescent. As we have seen, later adolescence is the final 
~cceleration before maturity of the dual developmental process 
of expansion and concentration, differentiation and integration. 
We described the rapid development of the intellect in this pro-
cess . But that is not half the story. If the mind of the 
yough i ~ s rapidly expanding, even more is his heart. If his 
intellectual nature is thoroughly alive, even more so his 
em6tional. If he is having new and big thoughts, even more 
is he having great and strange feelings. If his ideas affect 
his character and his conduct even more do his ideals and 
~ttitudes, his sentiments and prejudices. If the true has beM 
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come a fresh reality to him, even more so has the right, the 
good, the beautiful, His problem is not alone what shall he 
think about life, the world, the universe, but what shall he 
do about it all; and what he does do is determined not so 
much by what he merely thinks as by how he feels--in spite 
of all the arguments of intellectualism and rationalism. 
When he thinks, "intellect11 may seem to him the onl.y 
reality of his being, but when he acts, which is most of the 
time, pure intellect takes a baok seat and emotion is on 
the stage. Only those thoughts that have really affected 
his feelings count for much now and even they are behind 
the scenes. · And his character, his personality, the sum 
total of what he really is, his abiding psychical physique, 
that, his very selfhood, is determined not so much by the 
knowledge he may have, the thoughts he may think, the truth 
his intellect has grasped as by the habits and skills of his 
mind and body, the attitudes, ideals, sentiments, prejudices 
which he has acquired and which he possesses because they 
~ossess him and move him and mould him: by truth to which in 
the form of righteousness and goodness and beauty his very soul 
responds, to which consciously or unconsciously hehas yielded 
allegiance and which, incarnated in his true self, has become 
the Master of Hils fate. 
Yes, the college student has intellectual needs, and they 
are great, but his emtional needs are greater. And if the col 
lege is to teach young men and women and not just subjects, if 
it is to give them a liberal education for an all round develop-
ment for complete living and true citizenship; it must reckon 
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with their deep and strong emotional nature, it must minister 
to their emotional needs as well as to their intellectual, 
it must develop their hearts as well as their heads. It 
-
must do this in part in every class room in the teaching 
of every subject; it must do it more fully and completely 
in certain class-rooms in the teaching of certain subjects. 
And yet, it must be admitted, in many colleges, except 
with regard to some of the aesthetic emotions - which are per-
haps · the least important - there is no serious attempt to 
develop adequat~ly the emotional nature of the students, --
~s though it were either unworthy or incapable of culture--
as though it were beneath the dignity of the college to do 
so. It does, perhaps, condescend to give the student some 
appreciation of the beautiful in literature or in art, but 
even this, likely, in such fashion that his em~tions are 
overawed by his intellect, as his l earned professor, with 
cold and critical analysis calmly dissects the living tissues 
of the child of an artist's soul . 
It might seem, at first thought, that the college 
undertakes to meet the student's emotional need of moral 
values also, - in such courses as philosophy, ethics , 
sociology. But, on second thought, one will recognize the 
fact that the average col lege profes_sor in these courses 
very deliberately and carefully, with wonderful self con-
trol, abstains from indulging in any emotional ecstacies 
over the moral values in his field. To yield to such a temp-
t ation , he is convinced, would rui n his reputation as a 
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scholar, if not as a gentleman: for must not a scholar be 
absolutely impaTtial, unbiased, dispassionate in the 
presentation of truth& To let his students suspect that 
he really cares the least for what he is persuaded is 
ri~ht, that he bas any feeling at all in the matter, 
would do the holy cause of pure scholarship irreparable 
damage, however much good it might do his students! 
No, in spite of admirable exceptions in some colleges, 
for the most part philosophy, ethics and sociology, as 
taught, are caiculate4 to meet not the emotional needs 
of the students impetuous soul but the intellectual 
needs of his calmer mind: they scrupulously present to 
him all the ideas in their field that have ever entered 
the mind of man but as scrupulously refrain from giving 
any of those ideas such emotional coloring as shall trans-
r.·orm them into ·living ideals vitally effective in the 
life of the s t udent. In fact it is difficult for any 
one so to present p~i osophical subjects that they will 
strongly appeal to the emotions without doing injustice to 
the truth within their province. For philosophy is 
essentially speculative by nature, and speculation is the 
function of intellect not of emotion; philosophy is more 
theoretical than practical in form, and mere theory never 
stirs the emotions; it is largely analytical in method, and 
analysis is an activity of tee mind not of the heart; it 
deals for the most part with truth in the aastract, and 
abstractions, while strangely fascinating to thought are 
decidedly repulsive to feeling; it keeps disentangled from 
life with all its passions and prejudices, while the emotions 
are inseparably wedded to it. 
To meet the emotional needs of the college student a sub-
ject should not be chiefly speculative but positive; not 
~alytioal or even syhthetical in the main but simply affirma-
tive, declarati ve; not abstract but concrete; not theoretical 
but pre.ctical; not distantly but intimately related to human 
life and its needs and, withal, it must deal with great ideas 
and worthy ideals . Biblical religion is just such a subject. 
With its simple, positive, affirmative, concrete, practical, 
living presentation of the greatest moral and spiritual 
v~lues known to humani ty , and with its traditional associa-
tions with all that is held most precious in human experi-
ence, it makes the most powerful and valuable emotie.nal 
appeal that can be made to the human spirit. 
In fact, although the study of religion is, as we have 
seen, essential to the acquisition of adequate intellectual 
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values it is not primarily for intellectual values that 
religion ought to be taught in college. It is for emotional 
and volitional values, for morel and religious values; not 
primarily for knowledge but for attitudes, not primarily 
for information but for motivation, not primarily for cor-
. 
rect thought but for right purpose, not primarily for men-
tal discipline or intellectual culture but for volitional 
discipline and emotional culture; and, ultimately, for the 
most complete moral, social and religious living possible 
to, and only possible to, a well developed twentieth oen-
tury human personality adequately adjusted by a complete 
education to all the best spiritual possessions of the 
race, and so fitted to do his part in hastening the pro-
gBess of humanity toward t he realization of the Kingdom of 
God on earth. Not until religion, as such, is a subject 
in the curriculum equal in honor with science, literature, 
philosophy and all the arts, can the college be said to be 
giving a truly liberal education, to be developing their 
complete personality, to be training them in complete liv-
ing, to be making of them good citizens, to be, in any ade-
~uate measure, mi nistering to their needs as individuals or 
truly serving the best interests of society. 
PART V 
COLLEGE RELIGION AND CHRISTIANITY 
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Ch~;~.pter XII 
Colle ge 11Religion11 and the Christian Religion 
Up to this point almost all that has been said about 
teaching religion in college might have been said of such teach-
ing in any civilized land on the globe. But in dealing with 
the American College we must be more specific. When we in 
America talk about teaching religion for moral and religious 
values in the American church college we mean, primarily, 
teaching the Christian religion. And this specification adds 
tremendously to the significance of our discussion. As Profes-
sor Coe has put it, WWe are not to teach religion in general, 
being content with merely atmospheric faith, but Christian re-
ligion with its sharp-edged demands upon life. N0 t merely 
do the aims of this religion outrun those of the state, but 
at vital points the mind of Christ is in conflict with the 
spirit of the modern state.w 
The American College needs the Christian religion to 
save it and save society from the advocacy of certain sol-
utions of the great problems of human society which are 
physhologically and sociologically inad~quate, ethically 
imperfect and religiously barren. And just such solutions 
ts.re current today in our American colleges and among the in-
telligentia of Christendom. Professor Gillin has put this so 
forcefully that I must quote from him at considerable length. 
"The religion of the Bible is a social religion having to 
do with man's relationships to others, both divine ~d human, 
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and supplying ideals and motives for the adjustment of his 
relationships to others in the interest of ju tice and right 
between himself and others -- A theory of social relation-
ships has grown up without any reference to Chri.stian 
principles. Social theory both in economics, politics and 
sociology has placed its chief reliance upon the inter-play 
of the selfish impulses and interests of men. Tnese selfish 
forces do work out certain social adjustments but not the 
highest and best. Unselfish activities, social ideals and 
unselfish motives must be invoked also to perfect our social 
relationships. The religion of the Bible furnishes both the 
ideal and the motive power for the production of right social 
relationships. Ethics can give us the naked ideal, but ideals 
clothed in moving personalities and motivated not only by 
selr-interest but by personal example, inspired by the re-
ligious appeal, must be invoked also. The religion of the 
Bible supplies the greatest of all social ideals, an ideal 
international in its scope, in the 'Kingdom of God.' The in-
ternational socialists have conceived a social organization 
of the world. But it lacks the religious appeal to secure 
justice between groups and interests. The 'Kingdom• of Jesus 
emd the Christian Church is a dream that embraces all that is 
good in the socialists international party without the short-
comings of the socialists dream; for it embraces within its 
norizon not only the welfare of the poor and the laborer but 
the welfare of the rich as well. It is brotherhood not for a 
party but for the whole human family. It is motivated by a 
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patriotic appeal without the national hatreds. It is based 
upon the demand for social justice between all classes of 
society, the rich and the poor, the educated and the ignor-
ant. It is the incarnation of Democracy based upon the re-
ligious ideal of the brotherhood of man and inspired by the 
example of Jesus Christ."' 
I know of no more accurate and forceful putting of the 
sociological significance of the religion of Jesus than 
that. And I cannot conceive of a more stirring challenge to 
the Church Colleges of America to perform their sociologi-
cal function and fulfill their religious mission. 
We have in that statement of Professor Gillin also, an 
exact definition of the particular brand. of the Christian 
religion that must be taught in the American college for the 
moral and spiritual redemption of the youth of America and, 
t hrough them, the moral and spiritual redemption of h~ 
society. It is not the Christianity of the past but the 
Christianity of the future. It is not the Christianity of 
any historic period of the Christian Church whether ancient , 
medieval or modern but the simple re~igion of Jesus, applied 
in accordance with the unchanging principles o:f J"esus to 
the the individual and social problems of ever changing human 
life in such form and fashion as is determined for each gen-
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eration of humanity by the never dying dynamic of his spirit. 
It is not the Christianity of any historic sect of the Christ-
ian Church, Catholic or Protestant but that vital, basic 
Christianity which undergirds them all and will some day be 
recognized aa the genuine foundation of their essential 
spiritual unity. It is the best religion yet conceived by 
the m nd and soul of man, the religion for which all the 
world hungers though it knows it not, the religion which con-
timns within itself t he best elements of all the religions of 
humanity and the germ of that final religion of all the world 
which alone can usher in that "one far-off, divine event 
toward which the whole creation moves.s 
Now from the standpoint of the dispassionate "scholar-
ship" of academic traditionalism that statement is mere en-
thusiasm and hence must never be uttered from the chair of 
an institution of higher learningl Let-me say, on the other 
hand, that that statement, while the utterance of the emotion-
al nature, is nevertheless the utterance of. the intellect as 
well, in that holy partnership which ought to be the end of 
all true education. It is indeed the free expression of the 
feelings of the heart, but it is none the less the exact 
expression of the thoughts of the head. It is the expression 
of an attitude of faith but a faith founded upon knowledge and 
experience. It is prompted by the impetuous intuitions of 
the human soul but those intuitions curbed and guided and 
spurred by the calculating criticism of the human intellect. 
It is high time, for the welfare of our youth and our 
nation and human society at large that in our American Church 
Colleges there was both permitted and encouraged the holy 
wedlock of the head arid the heart, intellect and emotion, 
criticism and passion. True, just as there is a place and 
a time, in religious worship for instance, where the emotions 
should be given freer play without the immediate restraint of 
the intellect should be permitted to function in solitude 
without the interference of the emotions. But, that place 
is the graduate school of the University for original re-
search and not the college of liberal arts, and that time 
is after the attainment of a well balanced maturity and 
not during the stress and storm of the intellectual and 
emotional reconstruction of impetuous, inexperienced adoles-
cence. 
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The function of the college of liberal arts is education, 
not research; its first interests ought to be not in subjects 
but in young men and women. It will be concerned for truth, 
but not for truth's sake.or even for the world's sake, primarily, 
but for the sake of the young men and women committed to its 
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care and training, and, secondarily, for the sake of human 
society in the service of which they are to be leaders. It 
will aim not to make specialists but all round men arid 
women; not to develop one side of their nature alone, but 
all sides equally, not merely the intellectual, but the 
emotional, the social, the moral, the religious, as well. 
And the church college will realize that this cannot be done 
without religion; its chief function will be religious edu-
c~tion, the production of intelligent religton and religious 
intelligence, the development in its students of Christian 
character and life. It will be concerned for the truth, 
but also and perhaps even more, if there be any comparison 
possible, for the right and the good in the light of Chris• 
tian religion, for the sake of its students and for the . sake 
of humanity. Its great and compelling ideal will be the 
Kingdom of God on earth. To this end it may teach many sub-
jects but, above all, it will teach Christian religion, and 
it will teach all its other subjects in a manner conducive 
to ~hristian religion. 
II 
Yes, if you please, the Church college will be "biased • 
But in this alone it will not be peculiar. Every earnest 
II 
college, every earnest teacher, every earnest man is "biased , 
' 
in spite of all honest protestation to the contrary; biased 
by the truth as he sees it from the point of view he has 
honestly taken. The difference between earnest men is not 
in the possession or the want of a "bias• but in the char-
~cter of the bias, in the consciousness or unconscious-
ness of its possession, and in the frank confession or the 
self-deceived denial of it. No man is pure intellect or ever 
was intended to be: nor is unaided intellect a safe guide to 
the largest truth• 
Every Christian college ought to be Christianl however 
~stonishing this may seem to the s~cere but naive advocate of 
pure scholarship, of .the pursuit of truth for truth's sake. 
The fact is, the real truth in forms of real value is much 
more likely to be discovered by open~eyed, open-minded, tol-
erant, warm blooded, self-conscious "bias" toward the prac-
tical life-values of truth than by blind, prejudiced, intol-
erant, cold-blooded indifferenee to life's practical in-
terests. The Christian college ought to have a Christian 
~ias", in the name of demonstrated life-values and in the 
interests of its students and of humanity; a "bias" against 
the "materialistic" view of the universe and in favor of the 
"idealistic" or "personalistic:" a "'Bias" against the pagan 
view of morality and religion and in favor of the Christian. 
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And mark you, this is not unconcern for the truth. It 
is concern for the whole truth as against part truth, the 
larger truth as against the lesser, positive truth as against 
negative, constructive truth as against destructive, truth in 
forms of life value as against truth without form and void. 
Moreover; this is not a denial of freedom of scholar-
ship. It is simply a denial of license to teach half truth 
in place of whole, negative in place of positive, destructive 
in place of cons.tructive; a denial of license to destroy the 
student's implicity, intuitive, inherited faith in moral and 
spiritual values; a denial of the license to teach barren 
materialism in an institution committed to idealism, atheism 
in an institution working in the name of God, paganism in 
~ institution devoted to the cause of Christ. It is lib-
erty of the truest and finest sort: liberty to have a heart 
as well as a head; liberty to fellowship with the right and 
the good and the beautiful as well as with the true; to fellow-
ship with the infini e as well as with the finite; to live in 
the spiritual universe as well as the material; to be an art-
ist as well as a scientist; to be a teacher as well as a schol-
~r and a man as well as a teacher; to know something of otaer 
fields as well as your own; to respect other subjects as well 
<::~.S your own subjects, end to love young men and women more 
than your subject. 
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It is the duty of the Church College, not to tie the 
hands and stop the mouths of its professors, nor to tell them 
what to teach or how to teach it; but to choose carefully 
such men for its professors as shall enjoy such larger 
liLerty rather than crave such lesser license. It is the duty 
.of the Christian Church not to pass state laws or church laws 
forbidding certain teaching but t o demand of the Church Col-
lege, in the place of a naive profession of unbiased scholar-
ship in the name of pure science, an honest confession of 
Christian bias toward truth in the name of Christ and of 
humanity in the interests of its st~dents and of society. 
The Christian college will teach all its subjects in a Chris-
tian way but, above all, it will teach, as the most vital sub-
ject of all, Christian religion in a scholarly way. 
It is very evident that the grea.test problem here is the 
wan; the personality and the point of view, the ability and 
the knowledge of t he instructor. He must not only know his 
sub ject with a wide and accurate b1owledge, but even more 
he must know how to teach it; and not merely how to teach it 
but how to teach it for moral and religious values in the 
lives of his students. And this involves a right point of 
view even more than mere ability to teach. It means a Chris-
tian bias, a Christian interest, a Christian purpose in his 
teachings; but Christian in the largest, truest sense, with 
nothing petty, nothing sectarian, nothing prejudiced, nothing 
intolerant, nothing malicious, about it; the bias of the 
larger scholarship as @@Sinst the lesser, of genuine scholar-
ship as against spurious, a Christian bias tl~t is unafraid 
of truth if only truth is really g~ven a chance, that knows 
that then the true will always be found to be one with the 
right, the good and the beauti ful. And above all and in-
cluding all he must have that intangible, incalculable some-
thing call ed "personality," that sum total of personal char-
act eristics that makes him a man as well as an instructor, 
yes , a man as well as a Christi~~. a Christian gentleman and 
scholar in the f i nest sense, an all round, well-balanced, self-
mastered, human be ing, rigorous in his demands upon himself, 
yet unnoticeably so, but with sympathy and patience -towa rds 
others born of intelligent understanding and genuine inter-
est ~nd good will. A paragon? Yes, an ideal, to be real-
i zed ~s closely as possible i n the man chosen for professor 
of "Christian Religion" in the American Church college. 
But after all only such a paragon as ought to be the desider~ 
atum of every chair ln the institution, though, of course 
pr eeminently invaluable in the chair of Religion¥ 
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Chapter XIII 
College Religion and Bi blical Religion 
The ultimate end of rel igious education in college i s one 
with that of college education in general -~ a full balanced , self-
master ed personality , self-directed toward worthy ends includ-
ing the welfare of humani ty. The ultimate aim of teaching 
Christ i an religion i n college is to help the student to real-
i ze a genuine, personal Christian life and character, true 
to the s piri t and principles of Jesus, in conscious fellow-
ship with the i nfi ni te God~ seeking to realize the Kingdom of 
God on earthe 
Mo re speci f i cally , the educe.t ional aims are:-
to give him wi de and accurate r eligious knowledge, 
to multi ply, enlarge and refine his religious ideas, 
to help him t o correct moral and religious attitudes, 
to enlarge and refine hi s moral and r eligious sentiments, 
to enlighten and strengthe his faith , 
to arouse and direct hi s devotion, 
t o increase and ref ine hi s zeal, 
to inspire, enlarge and purify his moral and religious 
ideals, 
to help him f orm worthwhile rel igious habits, 
to encourage him t o sincere religious expres s ion in wor-
ship and s ervice: in a word, 
t o vitalize and develop his moral and r eligious l i fe and 
charact er, by developing, not des t roying , his boyhood r eligion . 
The general instructional aim will be to help the student 
to such an evalue.tion by the i ntellect and appreciation by the 
emotions of the religion of Jesus and of the Christian religion 
that the s t uden t vrill intelligently and enthusiastically develop 
g; Christian religion of his own and intelligently and enthus-
i~stically commit himself to the Christ i anization of human soc-
iety • 
Incidental instructional aims will be:-
Appreciation of religion in general, 
Appreciation of the Bible 
Appreciation of the Christian Church. 
Still more specific instructional aims will be:• 
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An intelligent understanding of the nature of the Bible, 
A general knowledge of Bible history, 
A particular knowledge of the life, character and teacbings 
of Jesus, 
A general knowledge of the history of Christianity 
a knowledge of Christian missions. 
An understanding of the a:pplication of Christianity to present 
day problems. 
As to general content, there are two somewhat distinct 
fi~lds: Biblical religion and Christianity. Of the two the 
study of Biblical religions is by far the more important 
and most of the courses ought to be in that field. · 
There is a tendency in some quarters today to belittle the 
study of the Bible for religious education. It may be admitted 
that· there is considerable material in the history of Chris-
tianity and even in general history and literature that is 
valuable for religious education: but if the aim is the de-
velopment of Christian life and character, nothing can equal t. :.e 
study of the Bible itself. To be really a Christian one must 
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know Christ, must know Jesus• life, character and teachings 
above all. To really understand Jesus one must know the Heb-
rew people and their religion. All knowledge of Jesus and 
the Hebrews comes originally !rom the Bible. One may get 
it second hand from others: but spring water is better than 
cistern water, source literature is better than derived. 
The facts which are the historical basis of Christian faith 
are reoorded in simplest form only in the scriptures. The 
truths which are the essential content of Christian faith 
are set forth in pure form only in the Scriptures. In any 
other writing these facts are inevitably more or less ~is­
torted by the limitations of the writer and his particular 
oias, and the truths more or less adulterated. Of course, 
one can live on cistern water if it is not too contaminated. 
So one can live a sort of Christian life on such second-hand 
knowledge of original Christianity, if it is not too much 
distorted: but it will not be the Christian life at its best. 
And then, to be a real Christian one must not only 
know Jesus with the intellect but fellowship with him with 
the heart. To attempt such fellowship through the medium 
of others is like attempting wedlock by proxy. To be a 
real Christian, in other words, is to have the mind of Jesus 
and to share his spirit. Same sort of knowledge of Jesus 
may be conveyed after a fashion throu~h the channel of human 
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t~ddition; but the mind of _ Jesus, the spirit of Jesus, can 
no more be transmitted. by tradition than: sunshine can be 
stored in tin cans. The tradition of men were the curse 
of Judaism which killed prophecy and starved and oppressed 
the souls of the people in J esus • day. Likewise the tradi-
tions of men have been repeatedly the curse of Christianity, 
killing faith and starving and oppressing the souls of the 
common people until some prophetic soul has broken the 
bonds of tradition and dogmatism and led the people straight 
to the one source of simple knowledge and true faith. 
The authority of the Scriptures, which has always been 
felt by those who have been acquained with them, is the author-
ity of simple facts and the living truths, vital and free and 
winning and life-giving. The authority of traditional inter-
pretation is the authority of a dead hand, cold and lifeless 
and inflexible and death dealing. The only salvation from in-
telleotual and spiritual stagnation and death is a continuous 
first hand knowledge of the simple facts and the living truths 
' 
oonuined in the scriptures. The Bible must be the principal 
text book in most courses in the Christian religion: not be-
cause tradition demands it but because any true scholarship · 
requires it. As long as the Bible provides the only source 
material of that life and religion which always has been and 
always will be the source and norm of the Christian rel igion, 
the Bible must continue the great text-Look of Christianity. 
And this neoessi ty for appeal to the sources is even 
more evident when seen from the point of view of the effect 
of the college student upon Christianity and not merely the 
effect. of Christianity upon him. Action and reaction are 
eq~l. The earth rebounds from the rubber ball as truly, 
though not as evidently, as the ball rebounds from the 
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earth. This is a law of dynamics and holds true of all things 
dynamic. Nothing is more colossally dynamic than Christ-
ianity and nothing more essentially dynamic than a college 
student when Christian intelligence and intelligent Christ-
ianity hawe inspired his soul. As truly as Christianity 
has affected him, so truly will he affect Christianity. 
Christianity is not a dead religion of the past, it is 
a live religion of the present and the future. Like all 
life, it acts and it reacts, it gives out and it takes in. 
And l ike all life it is constantly growing; changless in 
essential spirit but ever changing in formal embodiment. 
The faith of our fathers is "living still" but their be-
liefs and practices died with them. Whether for better or 
for worse, the Christianity of today is not the Christianity 
of yesterday, and neither will be the Christianity of to-
morrow. 
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What will the Christianity of tomorrow be? That will 
be determined by the college student of today. Never yet 
has Christia.ni ty been the simple religion of Jesus. Never 
yet have his principles or his spirit been perfectly in- • 
carnate in an individual or an institution. Not yet has 
he been permitted to determine even the ideals of human 
society. Not yet has the world, or many men in the world, 
suffieicnt faith in him. Not yet have many Christians, eve~, 
dared really to follow. him. Not yet has even the Church 
taken him in earnest. Not yet is the religion of the Ch~rch 
the religion of Jesus. Not yet is Christianity Christian. 
Will it ever be? Can it ever be? Ought it ever be? 
Shall it ever be? The college graduates of each generation 
answer those questions for their generatioh. The man without 
education does not answer them: he does not even ask them. 
To him religion is unquestioning submission to the divine 
Guthority of his religious superiors. And his religious 
superiors happen to be college graduates. The man with a 
professional education only does not answer them. Perhaps 
he has heard them asked but d~s not care. Perhaps he asks 
. 
them and cares but does not feel he can answer them. Per-
haps he answers them for himself with a hesitating opinion 
of his own but does not dare answer them for others. He 
leaves it for the college student to do that. And the col-
lege student does it. He asked the questions in college 
bnd answered them for himself then, either in the affirm-
wtive or in the negative. And· now every day he is repeat-
ing that answer to his fellows: not perhaps in words but 
in aeeds; for it is he that sets the standards for his 
generation, he who leads in the affairs of men, the affairs 
of the community, the state, the nation, the world; the 
~ffairs of the factory, the store, the bank, the office, 
the court, the lodge, and perhaps the Church. He leads 
bnd others follow. It is he that will say whether industry 
shall ever become Christian or even attempt to be. It is 
he that will say whether the nations of the earth shall out-
law war or even attempt to do it. 
And the answer he gives by his deeds in after life will 
be the answer he gave in his thought while in college . What 
shall that answer be? Shall it be the answer of biological 
materialism with no hope for the world but through selective 
breeding of human offspring by the folk who do not breed? 
Shall it be the answer of materialistic sociology which has 
no hope for society but enlightened intelligence in the ego-
istic struggle for self? Shall it be the answer of atheistic 
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economic socialism with no hope for men but in the transfer of 
the selfish greed of the individual to the selfish greed of a 
class until that class shall rule or ruin through the destruc-
tion of an economic system? Shall it be the answer of a dead 
Judaism of the past which has no hope for a ruined humanity 
until the omnipotent God comes down from heaven, destroys the 
world and sets up a Kingdom in which shall reign only those 
who have been waiting and watching for his coming? Or shall 
it be the answer of &present, dynamic, optimistic Christianity 
which really believes that the eternal God · spoke when Jesus 
said HSeek ye first the kingdom of God and his righteousness 
and all these things shall be added unto you." •Whosoever 
would save his own ~ife shall lose it, but whsoever will 
lose his life for my sake and the gospel's the same ' shall find 
it."; a Christianity which really believes that the principles 
of love, service and sacrifice as exemplified in Jesus are 
GCtlltllly true and ·right and good in this world and that the 
eternal and infinite and everliving and everworking God is 
on the side of the true, the right and the good here and 
now; a Christianity that believes that man is both actually 
human and potentially divine, that while environment makes the 
beasts, man makes both his environment and himself and so has 
infinite capacity for development and that when man follows 
8fi 
his Elder Brother within the circle of the Father's household 
the world will be a brotherhood in actual fact and the angel's 
song at last be realized of "peace on earth, good will among 
men in whom God is well pleased11 .'Z 
Which shall be the answer of the college student to his 
generation? What shall the Christianity of his day become? 
What shall his own Christianity be? The answer to th~se 
questions is for the Christian church college to give - or 
rather to help him find. And where shall he find the answer? 
In petrified traditions accepted without question from the 
dead hand of a once living past? Or in a fresh appeal to 
the evidence the scriptures bear to the testimony of Jesus 
~nd in a present-day interpretation and application of that 
testimony under the guidance·of his ever living spirit? Shall 
the Christian college of today really believe that Jesus is 
the "Alpha and Omega" of Christianity, the. beginning and the 
end, its source and its standard? If it does, its great text-
book will be the Bible, and its constant aim in the teaching 
of the Bible will be intelligent evaluation and enthusiastic 
~ppreciation of Jesus as the original source and the final norm 
of the Christian life both individual and social, of Jesus the 
only Savior of the individual and of society. 
COMPREHENSIVE STJT..::JJARY 
aomprehensive Summary 
Introduction 
8 
All lif e i s perpet ual djus tment of three f actors : in-
dividual , society and envi ronment. 
Thi s adjus tment when consci ously contr olled by society 
i s educati on . 
The ideal ad jus tment of i ndi vi duals and soc i et y is de= 
mocr acy. 
Democr acy has become a world passi on. 
Thi s wor ld pass i on , i f it is to resul t i n good, must 
have human con t r ol . 
America i s working out t his probl em of human ad just-
ment under human co.ntrol . 
Chapt er I. 
In America t he end of soci al adjustmer1t i.,; democr acy; 
t he means , public education . 
In Amer i ca education f or democracy invol ves making the 
school a mini a ture world in hich is experienced every 
essential element of human l i f e . 
Cha pter II 
Because of the separation of church and stat e for the 
sake of r eligious l i bert y Ameri ca has omitt ed from this 
mi niature wor l d of school l i fe one of the mos t e s sential 
el ement s of real l i fe, - - r~ligion~ 
America tried t o compensat e f or t he omission of re~ 
ligion f rcm the public school b substi tuti ng the rel igious 
Sunday School in t he Church. 
• 
Chapter III 
But t he Sunday School failed t o produce ;Intelligent 
religion because its methods were not educational. 
As a result the youth of America are growing up in 
religious ignorancee 
Chapter IV 
Educ~tion and religion, the school and the church, must 
join hands fo r the realization of social democracy~ 
Intel l igent religion is the harmonioua adjustment of the 
individual to his total environment conceived as ~~ving super-
human and super-physical character and worth9 
This total environment includes society and this harmon-
ious adjugtment involves democracy. 
Religion has f urnished the idea l of democracy--fraternal 
cooperation: religion must furnish its only sufficient motive--
~ltruistic gpod-will. 
Chapter v. 
Educ~tion and religion have drawn close together. 
Both have ceased to be purely individualistic and have 
become so cial in aim. 
Education has become religious in spirit and reli€1on 
h~s become educati onal in method. 
The church is now building a system of church schools for 
the religious education of the childhood and youth of America. 
Chapter VI 
The church college must become the cap-stone of this struc-
ture and complete the religious education of youth. 
This means that the church college must teach not simply 
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religious education nor Biblical literature nor religious 
doctrine but religion• 
I But the church college, for the most part, is not teach-
ing religion . 
Chapter VII 
The Church college was founded to teach religion 
But many factors forced religion out of its curriculum. 
Fundamental to them all was the essential difference i n 
the nature of education and religion. 
Education was "worldly" and "natural" , religion n·other-
worldly" and "supernatural. •t 
But now religion ha s come to include the worldly and the 
natural as well as the other- orldly and the supernaturt!l. 
Chapter VII 
. 
A liberal education is not complete which does not in-
cl ude education in religion. 
The intellectual development of youth is incomplete 
without education in religion~ 
Chapter IX 
The rel igious development of the college youth re-
quires educat ion i n religion as a part of hi s college edu-
cation. 
Chapter X 
College education in religi on necessarily involves 
class room instruction in religion . 
Chapter XI 
The emotional development of youth is imcomplete with-
out education 1n religion. 
Chapter XII 
E uca tion in religion in the merican church col lege Will 
involve the t eaching of the Christ i an religion~ 
The hristian religion ill be t aught not as a stat ic, 
traditional, sectarian Christianity but as the vital, ·nami c , 
a~ic rel i gion of Jesus . 
The church college will have a Ch is tie.n 11b ias," not uncon-
err1 for r i stian truth . 
A Christian college will employ Christ ian i nstructors. 
hapter XIII 
The a im of college education i n relig on will be to help 
t he student to dev l o a Ch istian religion of his ovm and 
co~mit himself t o the Christiani zing of human societ , whi ch 
invol es the r aliz tion of democracy. 
9 
For the a ccomplishment of t is purpose 'the chief reliance i ll 
e u on a schol arly st dy of Biblical r eligion, hich is the source 
d norm of all Chri sti anit • 
T e stu ent will be prepare both to live a C ri tian life 
himse f and to help det ermine the future of C ri t ianity it elf 
~nd thus t he char cter of human societ • 
o single human instit·tion can o more for the ea i zation 
of world d moe acy than can the Amerioan burch colleg b pro-
ding a h istian education to the outh of Ame i 
• 
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